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South's GOP's, Dixiecrats And Other U.S. Racists Losing Common Folk-

Hospitals Win'Unites Blacks,Poor, Unions
CHARLESTON — The Rev. Ralph David Abernathy has finally forged the full link between black
and poor protest and organized labor — the very act
which Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s threat to accomplish brought about King's assassination in the
Memphis Garbage Workers strike in April, 1968.
This was being said here in Charleston last week
as the leaders of the southern wings of the nation's
two major political parties, Senator Strom Thurmond and Democratic Congressman Mendel Rivers
of South Carolina both the state and county government-owned hospitals. The two white politicos are
out to stem the tide of poor South Carolina whites'
whose sympathies are rapidly moving toward t h e
liberal side in behalf of the underpaid hospital workers.'
While blacks in America were contemplating
whether the economic boycott victories of the Rev.
Jesse Jackson's "Operation Braedbasket" in northern cities was not emerging as the real leadership
point of the "Poor Peoples Campaign," the subtleties of the more important, more intricately workedout hospital workers campaign led by Rev. Abernathy was coming to the fore.

A SENGSTAaE
NEWSPAPER

In South Carolina, and in Charleston particularly, the issues between the black and white hungry,
disorganized, politically disinherited poor and the
overbearing, greedy, despotic disciples of affluence
wzre never more clearly drawn.
In this setting Rev. Abernathy an the SCLC
set up their battle plans. In mid-March, neither
Senator Thurmond, Congressman Rivers, nor the
name of 90-year-old Conservatism symbol, ex-Supreme Court Justice Jim Byrnes, nor even Gov. Robert E. McNair dreamed they would find themselves
by July in virtual personal combat with Southern
Christian Leadership Conference's Rev. Ralph Abernathy and his followers.
What is happening as a complete settlement of
the hospital strike issue is in process of trying to be
arranged is historically notable. For the first time a
27-year-old black woman hospital worker, Mrs. Mary
Moultrie, has personally stood up to South Carolina's
Gov. Robert E. McNair over issues at a state institution and whipped him hands down.
The new conditions of the settlement will have
their effect in the state-operated medical college hospital, in the county hospital also, and in the Fed-

Trim

eral Army and Navy hospitals which must now em- paid and unorganized hospital workers who are enploy some of the workers who were hired at the state titled to certain "inalienable rights with which their
and county hospitals during the strike, to replace Creator endowed them at birth."
others.
Although hospital workers were making $1.80 per
hour at the start of the strike, the state legislature
has now made the minimum wage $1.60 and includes
hospital workers in it. Thus the state legislature
was driven into line.
The fact that the strike was conducted during
lucrative tourist season has hit the pocketbooks
whites of all levels.
More than that, not only has the strike attracted donations from world-wide-known personages
as Mrs. Jackie Onassis but the national support by
predominantly-white unions such as Walter Reuther's United Auto Workers has only been surpassed
by point threats of the National Maritime Union and
the Longshoremen's Union to close the port of
Charleston — to bring the matter right down home.
Next to Mississippi, South Carolina has t h e
poorest folk in the nation and this week they were
standing up against the Republicans' Thurmond and
the Democrats' Mendel Rivers as well as disciples
of James Byrnes, in defense of heretofore under-

Rev. Abernathy, foreground, with top assistant, Hosea %ifhams, leave S.C. Jail after undergoing X-ray treatments.
Abernathy, as a result of the Charleston Hospital victory,
is seeing his prestige rise.
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Two Are Slain, Two Shot
During Holiday Incidents
Install Evers As
Miss. Mayor

Knife Victims Die;
Two Shot By In-Laws

FAYETTE, Miss — (UPI) —
Civil rights leader Charles
Evers acquired a new title this
week when he was formally installed as the first black mayor
of a biracial town in Mississippi
since reconstruction.

Two persons were stabbed to
death and two others shot in
incidents which occurred over
the long holiday weekend.

Evers, state field director of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
received his oath from outgoing Mayor R. J. Allen.
The five black aldermen who
took office along with the
46-year-old civil rights leader
were among 21 Negroes named to city-level posts in Missielections
municipal
ssippi's
earlier this year.
Evers had a gala program
ranging from a parade to an
inaugural ball at nearby Natchez Monday night. A reception
also was held in the city park
here following the swearing-in
ceremonies at city hall.
Negroes outnumber whites in
this small southwest Mississippi
town near the Mississippi River.

Cambridge, and his wife, Mrs.
Rosie Trenell Thomas, 25, became involved in an argument
while riding in an automobile
with her brother, James TrenBobby Wright, 29, of 265 ell of
1051-A Tupelo.
Edith, was stabbed in the head
after an argument in the Spur Trenell, brother of
Mrs.
filling station at the corner of Thomas. took up the argument,
Park and Pendleton at 12:40 which occurred at 9:42 p.m.,
a.m., Friday, July 4.
July 4, then shot Mr. Thomas
in the chest with a .22 calibre
Police said that the victim pistol
in front of 1244 S. Wellingand Willie Sims Glisper, 31, of ton.
790 Marianna, got involved in
an argument on the parking The victim was evicted from
lot of the station, and as Glis- the automobile, and the other
per was attempting to leave in passengers continued.
a truck, Wright ran up to the
Mr. Thomas
was
truck with a knife.
found
slumped on the steps of a nearGlisper drew his knife and by church, and was carried
stabbed Wright in the head. He to John Gaston Hospital in a
was carried to John Gaston city of Memphis ambulance.
Hospital and died in the Intensive Care Unit at 1:20 a.m., the Trenell was charged with
assault to murder and his bond
same day.
set at $1,000. The victim is in
Glisper appeared in City critical condition in the IntenCourt on Monday on a charge sive Care Unit of the hospital.
of murder. His bond was set
Albert Booker, 78. of 955
at $2.500.
Knight Place, was shot in the
Calvin L. Taylor, 25, of 464 right leg and right hand by a
Hazelwood, was stabbed to single shot fired by his son-indeath at 1.2:01 a.m., Monday. law, Roy Pierson, 38, of West
July 7, and a former girl friend Fay, at 11 pm.., Saturday
,Miss Louise Brown, 31, of night, July 5.
1389 Horace, has been charged
Officers said that Mrs. Jessie
with murder.
Pierson
and
her , husband
Police said that Taylor had became involved in a fight
gone to 49 West Fay st., where at the West Fay address, and
he had planned to spend the that Pierson beat her and
night.
chased her from their how.

SPINGARN WINNER — Clarence Mitchell
Jr., Director, Washington Bureau NAACP,
is shown being presented the 54th Spingarn
Medal in Jackson, Miss. last week during
the NAACP annual convention. Making the

presentation is Mrs. Bruce B. Benson, President, League of Women's Voters,
Washington, D. C. At far right is Bishop
Steven Spottswood, Chairman, National
Board of Directors NAACP.

Martin Temple Hosts District
Conference, Training School

The South Memphis District The service was concluded with and Warner Dickerson addressLeadership singing of the hymn, "M o r e ed the youth at the Tuesday
and
Conference
Training School of the Christian Love to Thee.worship service.
Methodist Episcopal Church
Ministers giving gospel mes- Among the churches which
were held at the Martin Temple sages during the District Conprepared food for the District
CME Church and opened on ference were the Revs. Theomeeting were Mt. Olive CatheWednesday afternoon, June 18, dore C. Lightfoot on Youth
dral,
Mt. Pisgah, Greenwood,
Mayor and Mrs. Charles Evers trip the light fantastic as
with the Rev. N. Charles Thom- Night; the Rev. R. C. George,
Scores of national, state, disGrady Chapel, Pillow Street,
they
dance
in
ball
at
his
Natchez,
inaugural
Miss.
Earlier.
charge.
elder,
in
presiding
as
celebrities
trict a n d local
Sr.. on the Annual Laymen's Harris Memorial, Moody ChapEvers took the oath of office as the first Negro to become
were invited. Invitations were
Program; the Rev. C. D. Cole- el, and Martin Temple, with the
was
held
service
memorial
A
mayor of a biracial city in Mississippi since Reconstruction;
sent to such notable figures as
for the late Rev. Marshall H. man at the 12:15 worship serv- Rev. Paul Fowlkes as host
Mrs. Ethel Kennedy, Sen. Ed- (UPI Telephoto)
Burnett. The memorial sermon ice. and the Rev. 0. B. Boothe minister.
ward Kennedy. Mrs. Martin
was delivered by the Rev. T.R. on the annual Missionary Pro- Among the visitors at the conLuther King, Jr., Dr. Ralph
Davis, remarks about the late gram
ference were the Rev. R. C.
Abernathy, Lena Horne, Burt
Mrs. Burnett-s life were given The Rev. Jesse D. Ellis gave Honeysucker, presiding elder of
Lancaster, Sammy Davis, Jr.,
by the Rev. P. A. Goldsberry. the final communion sermon, the Brownsville District; Leroy
Joey Bishop, Gregg Morris and
Thompson, director of the First
many ethers.
Episcopal District Board of
Education; O.C. Suttles, West
Evers, who returned to MissiTennessee Annual Conference
ssippi from Chicago in 1963
Lay Leader; the Rev. D. S.
following the assassination of Elder James A. Howell, and principles of the Church of
Miss Brown found out where
Mrs. Pierson then went to the
Cunningham, general secretary
his brother Medgar, said he ran pastor of Faith Temple Church God in Christ, which was foundof the Board of Pensions;
for the office of Mayor !'to of God in Christ, was conse- ed by the late Bishop Charles be was staying, came to the home of her father, Mr. BookCampbell Cook, Cente nary
prove to the world that black crated to the office of bishop Harrison Mason and his suc- address, and stabbed him in er, and asked him to accomthe chest with a butcher knife pany her back to her home so Haile Selassie I. Emperor
Morehouse President Hugh Methodist Church; Mrs. Janus,
and whites can live and work on Sunday afternoon, June 29, cessor. Bishop 0. T. Jones.
together in rural Mississippi." at a service held in the recep- The Church of God in Christ, after the two had been arguing that she could get her clothes. of Ethiopia, will visit Atlanta M. Gloster will introduce the New Zion Baptist Church; Mrs.
for a short while.
tion room of Mahalia Jackson's
on Thursday. July 10, 1969, to Emperor to the audience at E. E. Dunnigan, West TenInternational unlike the Church
Evers pledged to enforce city International Headquarters,
They called police and asked pay tribute to the late Dr. Mar- the special convocation. Music nessee Conference; Prof. F. T.
Miss Brown rode in the ambu- them to meet them at the Pierlaws equally, to try to equalize His consecration to the office of God in Christ, Inc., contin Luther King, Jr. After lay- will be provided by the More- Jeans, financial secretary of
the tax structure, to hire whites was preceded by a luncheon. tinues to recognize Bishop 0. T. lance that took the victim to son home. They had parked in ing a wreath on Dr. King's house Glee Club under the di- the CME
Church; the Rev. Mr.
as well as blacks and seek to In Memphis to consecrate Jones of Philadelphia as its John Gaston Hospital, and front of the house and were tomb, the Emperor will pro- rection of Dr. Wendell P. Who- Moral,
Somerville, Tenn.: the
make a better community Pr him for the office of bishop senior bishop, with Bishop Will- was arrested shortly after he waiting for the police, when ceed to Archer Hall at More- lum.
Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel, West
all citizens regardless of race was Bishop D. C. Williams of iams serving as associate sen- was pronounced dead on arri- Pierson came out of the house, house College, where he will
Tennessee
Conference;
and
val.
in his ;75-per-month job as Evanston. Ill., who delivered ior bishop.
armed with a pistol.
give a special address at 2:15 The Reverend E. R. Searcy, Mrs. M.H. Buniette, widow of
The
church
Mayor.
is
planning
to She has been charged with When Mr. Booker got out of p.m.
pastor of Mt. Zion Second Bap- the late Rev. M. H. Burnette.
the sermon of the morning for
hold its first national convoca- murder and was scheduled to the car, his son-in-law fired one Emperor Selassie, who has tist Church in Atlanta, will deAfter succeeding his slain Faith Temple.
Delegates elected to the 1969
Among those from out-of-town tion at the Hotel Muehlebach appear in court for a hearing shot, which wounded the elder- reigned over Ethiopia for near- liver the invocation, and Dr. Annual Conference were Mrs.
brother, Evers launched voter
ly man in the hand and leg.
ly 40 years, will be making a Melvin H. Watson. pastor of Ozell Johnson, Mrs. Dora Hill,
registration drives for Negroes for the service was the church's in Kansas City, Mo., Aug 25- on Tuesday.
Aug. 31.
The two shootings involved Pierson was arrested and state visit to this country. He Liberty Baptist Church and Mrs. Onie Lather, Mrs. Eva
across the state and then mov- national mother, Mrs. Omega
Bishop Howell said that pres- altercations which arose bet- charged with assault to mur- will be accompanied by six Associate Professor of Religion Walker. Mrs. Raychelle
ed here a couple of years ago W. Sorrells of Dallas, Tex.
Carhee,
Interdenominational Mrs. Mianie Spencer,
to establish legal residence and After his consecreation, Bish- ent plans call for three char- ween in-laws in two separate der. He pleaded not guilty to State Department officials and at t h e
John Cox,
buses
to
make
tered
Seminary.
representatives
Theological
supwill
say
the
of
the
trip cases.
the
charge, and his bond was eighteen
begin building a potent politi- op Howell pledged his
the benediction.
Ethiopian government.
Wilbur Thomas, 34, of 437 set at $1,500.
port of the original doctrines from Memphis to Kansas City.
8E3 PAGE
cal organization.
----------

Local Pastor Elevated
To Office Of Bishop

Selassie To Lay Wreath
On King Grave Thursday

Win Cash, Prizes In BD Summer Contest
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!man of the Comnussion on Suttles, Warner Dickerson, the'the theme was "Creative Rebel'

NATIONAL

Membership and Evangelism;IRevs. Paul Fowlkes and J.D.!lious Participation."
Mrs. Margaret W. Brooks, didAtwater, Howard Thompson,
Winners were Miss Attie
rector of District Ushers.
Mrs. Willine L. Hill, the Rev. Cage Mt. Olive Cathedral, first
: The Leadership Train- T. C. Lightfoot, Mrs. Thelda Atprize, Floyd Atkins, Jr., Mt.
ing School was held June 16120 water, the Rev. R. C. George,
Pisgah, second place; and
in conjunction with the Distiet Sr the Rev. O.B. Boothe and
Miss Ruth Bryant, Moody ChapConference. It began each Mrs. Raychelle Carhee. Mrs.
el Church, third place.
morning at 9 and ran until 12 Mattie Suttles was guest in.
noon. The Training Sch o o 1 structor.
Judges for the' contest were
theme was "Tell It Like It Is, Langston Davis and Mrs. James King and Mrs. Mary
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 and Do It."
Faith Wheeler served as lead- Walls, Collins Chapel, and Miss
The Rev. E. L. Brown, ers of the Social Forum Hour Rosa Robinson, Martin Temple
Mrs. Lucy Suttles, Mrs. Mar- minister of Mt. Pisgah C M E the sanctuary.
Church. High school college
garet W. Brooks, Arnett N. Church, was dean of the school. The annual Oratorical Contest students submitted their oraWillis, Mrs. Minnie L. Hill, Instructors were Mrs. Lucy was held on Tuesday night, and tions to the committee in May.
Mrs. Gloria Bailey, Warner
Dickerson, Mrs. Erma Jones,
Howard Thompson, W. R. Bradford, Mrs. Rosa Joyner and
Mrs. Ruth Odell.

Martin Tempt
Hosts District
Conference

By Diggs Datrooth
WASHINGTON — If Mayor Lindsey is able to
forge a strong liberal coalition as he plans with his
"New Urban Party" by next November it will give
to the liberal political wing around the country a
much needed new lease on life. Actually it wont be
necessary for Lindsay to win again as head of New

Officers of the South Memphis

District are Mrs. Raychelle L.
York, he can build a new spirit if the vote shows sufCarhee, board of Public Relaficient strength to be respectable . . . The jailing
-8-Q/'
tions and Social Conern; Mrs.
0
,TENNISSLI PIT BAR
4
Winnie L. Hill, director of
of Ralph Abernathy in the current hospital dispute
Christian Education; Mrs. M.T.
in Charleston. S.C.. was needed as much by Abernathy
Walker, director of Adult Work;
himself as it was for the striking workers. Obviously
Mrs. Pauline Toney, director of
Children's Work.
ill, Abernathy submitted to jailing adding to his role
of martydom at a time when his own position is
I Mrs. Rosa Joyner, Sunday
School Superintendent; Mrs.
threatened by the Rev. Jesse Jackson of Chicago ...
Ozelle Johnson. District Mislittle
seems
a
nationalism,
it
of
With the rising tide
sionary Society; Miss Edna
MR. AND MRS. ED WILLIAMS
odd when the name of the NAACP crops up in a
Atkins, District Christian Youth
Fellowship president;
Willie
LOEB'S LAUNDRY
TOE.BiS CLEANING
Virginia courtroom where the judge tells a school disRion
COUPON
N.:... 111
Lay, District lay leader; the
COUPON ;
•-- ----=
•
2
trict to desegregate under an NAACP (You remem•
Rev. Mrs. Louise Ivery, chair- •
a 2_2
ber that organization, don't you?) plan. It happened
- PIRTEAsTEPRASNis
SHIRTS
z
2 lailtz SKSI
last week.
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•
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•go
TID BITS: With the two vacancies about to be a
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U
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.
d•-•
reality on the Federal Communications Commission,
OEB-LAUNDERED
H
ED
51.45 ea. 1 •
10E8
•
z
ii
.
Ed
H.
Williams,
76.
of
1502
Now
.4
s
Showing
do
hou-i,
missionary
from
work
President Nixon will have a marvelous opportunity to
WITH THIS
WITH THIS COUPON
111 M
•
North Merton st., retired on to house as members of JehoUnd•r 18 Not Admitted
5111111111d1111••••••1111•111111•11•11011111 ••••■•••••••••••••111111111111111
place a black man in one of the spots. Nixon promised June 27. after having worked vah's Witness. Both of them
the members of the National Newspaper Publishers for 54 years for the Illinois have passes good for travel on
•
the train, and they intend to
Association as much when they met with him two Central Railroad.
e
co
AR
u-pB-cj
oain:
l'OEB'S CLEANING
There is no one who is as use them later this summer
1,
, LOEB'S
months ago . . . When protestors marched in front proud of his length of service when they go to
las
I
SU 14
PiT
nwcui
COUPON d•
•
Chicago- to
of the offices of HEW (Health, Education and Wel- as his wife. Their married life attend an assembly in the
•
▪ 2,z
2 SKIRTS. PANTS OR
is a few months short of the White Sox baseball park.
• .„ Buy
fare), foremost in the line was the Rev. Walter Foun- number of years he worked for
SWEATERS
one $1.85 Loeb 6-pack—
•
z
The last trip they took to
LOEB-CLEANED
troy, the Washington representative of SCLC. Foun- the railroad.
Gpt one 500 pt. Loeb BBQ Beans
•
Chicago was for their golden
2 DRESSES, SUITS OR
• La
troy, who recently lost the contract to rebuild the "He is 76," Mrs. Williams wedding anniversary which
•5:eg
COATS
•
said, "but he looks just like a was celebrated in 1966 at the
2
_ ▪ si ...,
LOEB-CLEANED
roit torn area, leveled his attack on the influence of man in his forties."
ES
<
ELKE
GARY
Palmer House Hotel.
W.TH THIS COUPON
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Sen. Strom Thurmond ... When the word was men- When he retired, Mr. Will- Although they have bee.)
SOMMER LOCKWOOD IIIIMII•11•111•11101111M11•11•111111M11••• ▪
▪ 111101111•111•111111•111••••1111111111111•1101
tioned here, Val Washington, now doing a special job iams was an air brakeman, a married for more than
LEE J. JACK
i
I
job he had held with the IC years, Mrs. Williams say they
for the Kennedy Center, received messages from since 1918.
COBB PALANCE
appreciate each other's cornI
I
nine states all over the country. Val, a long time Re- "He never spent his money pany as much as they did
,----,
A
A
in
drinking,"
Mrs.
Williams
exwhen
they first got married.
publican strategist, has retired frem a profitable imi
I TOEBIS
plained. "He brought it home,
LOEB'S'
Mrs. Williams believes that
port-export business . . .
and I put it to good use so
--I &
I ,_,__ and her husband get along
TINKER TOYS: After over two years of conflict that he would be happy when she
t•ncow
so well together because they:
and confrontation, Howard university is finally getting he retired."
PLUS
were born in the same month
The Williams have their of
the year, and under the
$143.500 for a black studies project. The grant, coupled own home
St•wort Crongot
in North Memphis, same
sign of the Zodiac, so
ith the introduction of a new president, is expected and with it a garden and an they enjoy and appieciate the
"THE LAST SAFARI"
to cool matters somewhat . . . Black employees of orchard with a variety of fruit same things.
trees.
GSA (General Services Administration) said last week Now that her husband has
what has been known all along: GSA, the housekeep- retired. Mrs. Williams says
ing branch of the government, has been systematically he keeps busy tending to the
garden and orchard.
excluding blacks from promotions, staffing and train- The two of them go out and
ing programs ... James Banks, who heads up the District's housing program, has indicated he will seek new
codes and new ordinances. Banks pointed out that
throughout the country, over 2,000 units lie vacant
after thousands of expenditures . . . Senator McClellan's surfacing of two former Black Panthers to tell
on the ground was like calling in a former employee
to talk "objectively" about his ex-boss' conference.
The hearings haven't really exploded yet.
A Memphis man, who pleadSIDE BARS: William Brown is moving slowly.1 ed guilty to the slaying of his
but determinedly at EEOC. He named George Draper'wife and another man was
sentenced to from 10 to 20
as staff director to the surprise of many. George, who years in prison, was released
came to Washington from St. Louis to work at HUD. from prison this week after
Governor Buford
rewas expected to join she staff of Missouri's new duced to two to 10Ellington
years.
•
Senator Thomas Eagleton with whom Draper work- William B. Williams was reed when he lived in the midwestern state. Draper leased from confinement at the
Fort Pillow
moved over to EEOC, capturing a top spot there. On August penitentiary.
25, 1966, Mr. Will,prown, the new Republican head, has strengthened iams entered a rooming
bapartisan hand by naming Draper, a Brother and house on Vance ave., next
door
to
Southern
Funeral
I Democrat . . . John Dean the new minority special- Home and shot and killed his
ist at the Democratic National Committee, is still wife, Mrs. Aurelia Williams,
finding it an uphill fight both within the committee and Harold Strong, an employe of the funeral establishand on the road. Relegated to a tiny office, the suite ment.
formerly held by Louis Martin is being utilized by After having shot the pair,
several white members of the staff including Mrs. Mr. Williams drove some distance from the scene, called
Fred Harris, wife of the new chairman . . . Charges police and surrendered.
against radio Station WOOK that it is aiding the State Representative James
numbers game has drawn only wry grins at 14th and L Taylor of District 5 recommended Mr. Williams for
str.
arole.
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After 54 Years On Job,
Man Enjoys Retirement
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Slayer Of Two
Wins A Parole
From Prison
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merely owning
means you have a real headstart on the
road to affluence.
That's because Golden Passbook Savings Accounts pay 5%
interest compounded daily. And start paying interest right
from the day of deposit.
You can open your account with $100 or more . add to it
any time. And Ail entrieq—deposits, withdrawals, interest
payments—are entered in your passbook for permanent
reference. Note! Money must remain on deposit for at least
one calendar quarter (January 1-March 2.1; April 1-June 30;

1-geptember s iber 1withdrawn only within 10 days of any completed quarter
Keep this in mind, too. Besides Golden Passbook,
National offers a variety of fine savings plans. Ranging from
Everyday Interest accounts, which pay 4% and have few
restrictions on account activity, to big-depositor plans that
pay as much as
Whichever program you choose. the secret is to save as m
and as often as you tan. If you want to reach
for sure, that's the only way to go.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
11101114w4 ,
1.4.411iiI W-.1.414 rft,4
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Career Positions Are Open With Red Cross
The American Red Cross isl
looking for people who want a
paid career job that helps
others and offers an opportunity
for world-wide travel. Red
Cross is seeking people who
are
mobile, flexible, hard
working and interested in their
fellowman.

aretelMarez.....

14140111400441104.•

T.C. Henderson and Miss
Judy Hunter, personnel recruiters for overseas and domestic
positions with the Red Cross AWA1VV\AWN\A\
will visit Memphis on Thursdayj
July 24, to interview applicants for Red Cross career
positions.

Outstanding "Station of The Year"

According to Mr. Henderson,
young men are paricularly
needed to serve as Assistant
Red Cross Field Directors
working with U. S. military
personnel around the world.
Young men selected for these
positions must be free to locate
at U. S. military installations
anywhere in the world and
preferably h a ye completed
their military service.
Women qualified as recreation workers are needed for
assignment as Red Cross ClubMobile workers in Vietnam and
Korea, Miss
Hunter
said.
She also plans to interview
women for recreation
and
social work positions in U. S.
military hospitals in the United
States and in foreign counsenior at Memphis State Uni- tries.
One of the most unusual ERS. The group is now in re- inner city parks.
troop of players, in the history hearsal for its first season, The Players will stay in versityof 'Memphis Theatre' is about July 6th through August 15th.l each park a full day, giving a
Gary Ballard. Boonesville, Miss Hunter also said the
to converge on Inner City Free performances of children' performance at 10:00 a.m. and Miss., MSU graduate student. Red Cross is accepting appliParks. The name of this "21st plays %sill be presented by another on at about 1:30 p.m.j Lowell S m ith,
Memphis, cations for secretarial posiCentury Commedia dell' Arte" the Red Balloon Players each The two plays that will bel graduate of Hamilton High tions in Red Cross offices on
is THE RED BALLOON .PLAY- Wednesday and Thursday in presented are -Androcles ancel School.
military installations overseas.
the Lion" and "The Brave Dimitri
for
requirements
W o od, Memphis, General
Little Tailor." The parks in senior at Northside High School employment in most profeswhich the Red Balloon Players Scott T h ornton, Frayser, sional Red Cross postions inwill perform for the next two Graduate of Trezevant High clude U. S- citizenship, good
health and mobility for worldweeks are: Bickford Park July School.
wide travel.
9th; Winchester Park, July Linda
Barnes, Memphis, grad
10th; Orange Mound Park uate of
Northside High School
The American Red Cross ofJuly llth: 13elz Park, July 16th;
B a rnes,
Memphis, fers additional benefits includLincoln Park, July 17th; La- Linda
graduate of Northside High ing group insurance, retirement
mar Terrace, July 18th.
School.
plan, an educational incentive
Members of the Red Balloon
plan and paid vacation in adBrenda
Musgrove,
graduate
Players company are Joanna l
dition to the opportunity for
__,of
'
texas
Stat
i
n
•
Henning,
resident
direct,
world-wide travel and the satisInstructor of theatre at South versity, fall graduate student
faction of helping others.
West Texas University; Brad- at MSU.
ford White, associate director, John Fowler, San Marcos,' Persons interested in applyprofessor of theatre at Mem- Texas
ing for these positions or wish'
phis State University; Gloria George Burnett, Dallas, Tex-; ing to make an appointment
Baxter, associate director, as- as.
I for an interview are asked to
sistant professor of Theatre at Nancy Sidney Burnett, Dallas contact the Memphis Area
Memphis
State
University; Texas.
Red Cross at 1400 Central
Joanne Malin, Business Man- Donna Pharis. Houston, Tex-I Avenue. Memphis, 38104. phone
ager, wife of Dr. Stephen Mahn as
Memphis 272-9631 or contact
of the MSU Speech and Yrama Lewis Maloney, San Marcos, their local Red Cross chanter
NEW PRESIDENT — Dr. William E. Lee, left, a research
dept.
Texas.
I for additional information.
chemist at Eastman Kodak, was unanimously elected presTom Burgess, company manident of the Urban League of Rochester, N.Y. With Dr.
ager, drama teacher at John
Lee is Dr. John Leermakers, a Kodak vice president and
Jay High Schixol, San Antonio.
the director of Kodak's research laboratories, who was
Texas.
renominated to the Urban I,eague's board of directors. Dr.
Lee, head of the Photographi Mechanisms Laboratory,
David Velazquez, costumer, of, 'If
joined Kodak in 1959. He received his doctorate, master's
Port LaVaca, Texas.
sad baccalnreage degrees from Ohio State University.
JoLynne Malone. Memphis,1
_
RED SALOON PLAYERS — Members of the Red Balloon Players relax between rehearsals of two children's
plays which they will preseat in inner city parks begining
u 1 y 9th. Back row, left to right are Linda Bartle

JoLynne Malone, Lowell Smith, Lewis Maloney, Scott
Thornton, Gary Ballard. Front row left to right are David
Velazquez, Brenda Musgrove, Nancy Burnette, George
Burnette, Dimitri Woods, and Donna Pharis.

Red Balloon Players To Perform In Parks

I

The Quality Remains. . .
Long After The Price h Fa rgown
You'il wear name brands foi >ears
knowing they're the finest you can
buy from Beasley Jones Ragland.
Fine hand craftmanship... rich
styling... luxurious leathers...
assures you instant and ever lasting comfort-plus smart good looks
that'll carry you through many

30/60 Day Charge-6 Month Revolving
Charge. . .
Bankamericard - Masterc:iarge

you really
want to
knock heat
& humidity
out of your
house,look
at this
ana
1

A

room
air
conditioner
Amana 600 Series
Air Command

From 5,000 thru 29,000

21,000 BTU; 24,000 BTU
Only 26 1/2" wide to fit in standard window
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:
lei

• Automatic Thermostat
turns cooling on & off as
you need it.
• Exhaust & Fresh air

control.

• Woodgrain baffle front
for quietest operation.
• In window or thru-the
wall installation.

ANOTHER EXCLUSIVE:

The big difference is that
it covers Parts & Labor for
5 full years.
AMANA 5-YEAR WARRANTY
Amana warrants for 5 years from date
of original purchase in U S free
replacement or repair, including related
labor, of parts found defective as to
workmanship or material under no.mal
use, and retlirned through Amanx's
dealer-distobutor organization
Owner is responsible for local cartage.
repairmen's travel expense if required.
replacement of gaskets, filters rubber
or plastic parts, and installation kit
material Owner is also responsible for
normal maintenance service (cleaning
Of cools, water drains, motor lubrication), and normal deteriorition of appearance items due to wear or exposure Any product subjected to
accident, misuse, negligence, abuse.
delatement of senal plate or alteration
shall void the warranty
In Celled., the warranty applies as
above except that it does not cover
tales, duties assessments levied at
time of part export

AMANA 5-YEAR
WARRANTY.
A Complete line of Amana Refrigerators,
Fremrs, Central Air-Conditioning & Heating
OPEN

MONDAYS & THURSDAY NITES

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL'
6 FULLY EQUIPPED SERVICE TRUCKS

Priddy fit Burgess
Appliance Co.
1$53 Lamar Ave. Phone 275-1101
t 4 E I PHIS

Award presented by Billboard Magazine

WDIA
Working With You
Working For You
Together We've Proved That we are Truly
One of America's GREAT Radio Stations

1070
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Bok•d In Memphis by kistmphians
rushed rushed dolly to your t
Hogu• 5. Knott supermarket for
lalkON
Maximum freshness
‘‘IVA"t
.0

ilcgue & Knott.*
Hamburger
or Hot Dog

4

4Y.

UNS
5 to
pkg,

tio

*‘10
6VAI‘
AVOID'

;

254

27t
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS H1.2 ,t,Kizi 274
R•serve ,r^e
To l.

R

••

•

es

MOTHER'S BEST

FLOUR

CAL-IDA CRINKLE -CUT

POTATOES
5 lb bag 490 2 lb bag
334

Plain or Self

Rising

COSTAL Kitchen

BIRDS-EYE SWEET

WHITE CORN II Sardines
100z 15e
i rno00
+
4',0z
12*
lummimilimmimmommr- . = ix
WI HONOR GOVE.AIMSNT FOOD STAMPS
TRADEWIND

FISH
STICKS
8 oz. 29*

"GUEVIV.
L PURE

SHORTENING
554

3 11 can

PUREX

BLEACH
4
1 gal.
29*

KELLOGG'S

CORN
FLAKES
12 oz

29$

ADAMS
HAWAIIAN

ORANGE
PUNCH
JUICE
All Flavors
gal

MERRIMAC

654P

SALMON
17 01 79*

.46 oz.

244r
,•
VIVA

TOWELS
jumbo roll 23(
41

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Open Sundays fit Fel Your Shoppog Convenience 9 AM

to 7 P
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Friendship Baptist Plans For
Its Annual Friendship Services

Maurice Says:

ihr0,7%,

Cool it ... Quicker,

Quieter, more
Economically with

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

IRE
FRIGIDA
AIR CONDITIONERS

E
EXTRA •
SPECIAL!
::
i
,
•.-...• eAcasemonwis
kaiud

Model A-1238N

1New Friendship

Model A 938N

9900OBTU

4AW

...-•••••

-•••••••

Nociel

A1538P

15,000 BTU
•••••••••-

MAURICE

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
.
CUSTOM

Talent Contest

BHS

"Experiment with Zone Elec-1 offers from such big name
itophoresis," isn't a LG&W re universities as Radcliff. M.I.T.
port, it's the title of a thesisl
A __ Southwestern, and Notre Dame
that won Miss Beverly '.for women. She decided to conThe second annual Matrons Baker a place in the West.:
her education in MemDay was observed at the New inghouse Science Talent Search! phis at Memphis State UniverFriendship Baptist Church at Contest.
sity.
1497 Gold Ave. on Sunday, June
Aside from a few minor Ca29, at 3 p. m.
tastrophies, like holding a burnThe guest speaker Mrs. Neo- in* magnesium strip to a
I mia Holliday, a member of the friends dress —with the friend
New Hope Baptist Church.
still in it, Miss Baker has come
Other guests were New a long way from her general
Bethel Matrons, Community science days.
Christian Club, Mrs. J. W. Hill, She has done everything
Neilson, Greater New Salem; from politicing in a gobernaMrs. Edna Brown, Mt. Nebo torial race to teaching piano
Baptist Church and Matron of lessons! She plays the claranet
Columbus Baptist Church.
in the Hamilton High band, and
Also Mrs. Lorene Holt, New was named Outstanding Senior
Hope Baptist Church; amd in the Club of Distinction.
Active in church work, Miss
Mrs. Rosie Jameson, ProgresBaker is a member of the 52
sive Baptist Church.
.she hasn't
Mrs. Cora Bonner, a mem- Member Club.
ber of Morning View Baptist missed a Sunday in 2 years.
Church, was mistress of cere- Here's a girl who will be on the
job every day!
monies.
The Rev. B. T. Higgins is
Miss Baker's 3.7 grade averminister of New Friendship age earned her the honor of
Baptist Church.
Valedictorian at Hamilton, and

Special Sunday.

NO MONEY DOWN!eu 1$169
re'

Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

Hamilton Girl Wins In

Matrons Observe :Science

Sch•rn•
bsirg's Fames,.
-Pocksig•
laq is s•Istet 5.
pr•••• Cir ctitt-'
d norm, fee re..
n••d, "Well it
proparly, wire it
pr•p•rty . . .
cad combin•
All is owe easy1••por nuonflily
centred.

12,000 BTU

Friends' Day at Friendship;
Baptist Church, 1355 Valentine
Avenue, has often been refers%
many city-wide
ed to by
churchgoers as one of the biggest, if not the most important
special event of the church
year. Believing the Biblical saying that "a man who ha
friends must show
friendly," the Friendship coninvite c o rdially
gregation
everyone of its many frien(!throughout the Mid-South to fe.
lowship with them the thir.
Sunday, July 20, at both the
11:00 a.m. and the 7:00 p.m.
worship services.
u n u sually
is
Friendship
QUEEN
EMMANUEL'S
proud to present as its guest
Alphand
hole
Noc
Miss
Little
speakers, two outstanding pasTaylor, nine months old, has
tors.
been crowned queen of Emmorning
t r a ditional
The
manuel Baptist Church. She
speaker will be the emminent
REV. H. 0. KNEELAND
REV. FRED LOFLON
Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Fred Lofton, former chapJames Taylor and was sponMembers of the Matrons of New lain of Owen College and curTate.
Vernice
on
emphasis
the
from
Aside
by Mrs. Vehna Rendus.
sored
Friendship held their second an- rent pastor of the First African
and fellowship, another The purpose of this program The Rev. W. E. Ragsdale is
friends
Columbus,
of
Church
Baptist
Sunday,,
nual Matrons Day on
highlight of this day will be the is to "show ourselves friendly minister of the church.
June 29. On front row, from left, Ga.
annual presentation of the toward our friends and to ceare Mrs. Alice Thompson, Mrs. The evening worship servR . H 0. reigning "Mr." and "Mrs. ment the ties of old acquaintLorene Jones, secretary; Mrs. ice
everyFriendship." Presently serving ances. In this world of hustle tumn
leaves found
Celia Rogers, Mrs. Hattie Ing- Kneeland. well-known evangecordis
John
are
office
public
in
term
their
The
where."
and bustle, we realize that
ram, counselor; Mrs. Neomia list, a dynamic speaker. and
and Mrs. Carolyn true friends are hard to find. ially invited.
Williams
E.
Valley
Union
the
of
Holliday, guest speaker; Mrs. pastor
S. Edley.
Therefore. we join the poet in Rev. W. A. Suggs is both
Argustee Graham, assistant sec- Baptist Church, 1051 E. Mc"Mrs.
are pastor and founder of Friends'
and
"Mr."
friends
Past
True
TenMemphis,
saying:
Avenue.
I
Lemore
King,
L.
Ersie
Mrs.
retary; and
E.
Day at Friendship Baptist
John
and
include:
precious
Friendship"
diamonds,
like
president. On back row, same nessee.
Church.
Willie
Mae
aulike
Mrs.
are
and
Williams
rare; false ones
order. are Mrs. Georgia Brown- Music for the special day
Mrs.
and
Gatlin
Noble
Woods;
of
voices
the
from
ring
will
FortRuby
Mrs.
lee, teacher;
Alexner, Mrs. Vera Thompson, the Friendship's senior and mixed Louise Mitchell; Dillard
Barnum;
Rev. B. T. Higgins, minister of choirs. In the evening worship ander and Mrs. Helen
and
the church; Mrs. Erma Shaw service these voices will be Mr. John E. Williams
and
arid Mrs. Ruth Abston. Not augmented by the voices of Mrs. Odessa Williams;
John E. Williams and Mrs.
shown is Mrs. Bennie B. Lane, the Union Valley choir.
reporter. (McChriston Photo)
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE

!A 7-9320

Titteessee
Ask he And
Yee
YOU* Cowpony Makes What
Creates Whet You Thiele Or

FRIGIDAIRE PRODUCTS
,MADE BY GENERAL MOTORS
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248 Vance Are.
MontWs,

Beautiful
Aqua- Marius
Blue

GLASSWARE
Start Today To Nuild
A Complete Set
of This lowly
Glassware... See The
Big Display AT
Your Big Star Store

aeWag.
by Joe Black

FURNITURE & APPLIANCES

4.00•1""

1160 S. Bellevue at Mclemore
Don't 1•1••ne—C•orn• Su

OPEN N1TES

Hi-Way Si South

s'

PHONE 946-2531

if you know a guy
who can give you a sure,
honest,trouble-free
tune-up, you're lucky

if you don't,come to Milex
Pad hours to spend On your car.
A great tune-up calls for a tune-up speAND ONLY MILEX GUARANTEES ITS
cialist. You'll find the best at Miles.
SERVICE AND PARTS FOR 6000 MILES
Miles has only one business: tune-ups.
OR 120 DAYS—WHICHWe make 40 tests on your
EVER COMES FIRST
engine in 15 minutes. We
If you know a good me
make these tests with the
chanic, you're lucky. If you
finest electronic equipment
don't, come to our place for
available. It could take a
ManiAPIIWO•
a guaranteed tune-up.
good mechanic hours to
Immediate Drive-In Service.
make this many tests—ti he

2408 Summer Avenue
324-3844
ems:

Moo -Sat 7:30-5:30; Thus 7:30110
Ask skirt our air conditioning !WIWI

Once upon a time, there lived species
of huge animals called dinosaurs. They were
tremendous in size, physically powerful, and
terrorized all other life.'As you know, the
dinosaur is long gone because he couldn't adapt
to his changing environment. All his power,
size and aggressiveness didn't help him when
the chips were down. And today, aggressiveness and sheer force of power are not going to
help the Black People's revolution any more
than they helped the dinosaur. No power,
black, white, red or yellow, can survive for
long when it's based on hate and violence.
Our black youth must understand that the
door to opportunity is open at last! The invitation to move in is here. But that does not
mean that someone is going to give them something for nothing simply because they have
black skins and can shout "black power". It
does mean that before they can be accepted
for what they are, they've got to show what
they are. Being honest with themselves is a
first step. They must never forget that they
represent the blood, sweat and tears of generations past. The future is in their hands, and
they cannot afford to be late or unprepared.
And so, to our black youth everywhere, I
say: "Stop throwing yourselves against a door
that's already open. Meet the challenge with
common sense and a devotion to duty. You'll
be surprised at how far you can go when you
stop being angry and start being smart. Don't,
for God's sake, be dioosaurr

fotoRkek
*tee Pamident
IkeGeesohesmil Cerrewelke

250Z.

ICED
TEA
GLASS
With $5
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Additional Purchase
And Coupcn Below

id You &wig

aUill/TY
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Mid-Americas Favorite
Gift Stamp 25 oz
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FREE
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Free Service
Free Delivery
No Deposit
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"Mr. Dynamite," James Brown,
joins Mike Douglas as his co-host
for a week sparked with soul sounds
on "The Mike Douglas Show" on
Channel 13 all of this week. During the Wledneeday Program
James, Brown, stepped out of his
role as performer and voiced the
emphatic statement that the blacks

rim"

must be given their identities as,
men, during a confrontation with
television producer David Susskind, concerning the racial situation in this country. This isn't a
first with Mr. Brown, while in Memphis he spoke out on the racial
situation while on the George Cline
Show.

,
'1
On
3
WHBQ
Brown
James

It ,enabled millions of black Southerners to vote
for the first time and elect their own representatives
to state legislatures sobd other political offices, It
outlawed the various ways Southern states had used
to keep black citizens from voting, solely because of
their color.

These two Acts embodied the most significant
gains the Negro has made sine* the linancipation of
the slaves in 1863. The voting law, in partkular, gave
the black man a political status of immense consequence.

The Nixon Administration has finally taken its
stand on two of the most essential aspects of civil
rights: School desegregation and voting rights. It
seeks to extend the time for Southern school districts
to comply with the requirements of the Civil Rights
Act, and it wants to bee literacy teats for voting
throughout the nation in place of the 1965 Voting
Rights Act that applied to only aerie Southern states,

The Old Tricky Dick 041

_His speech at the swearing in of Judge Burger
as Chief Justice of the United States had led to speculations of a new Nixon emerging out of the welter of
political imperatives. Obviously, this was a false appraisal. It's not a new Nixon, but the old Tricky Dick
shedding off the coeoon of liberalism with which he
had been momentarily and erroneously Identified. Ai

The changes proposed by the Administration
are not intended to bolster the laws In question but
to delay and dilute their applications so as to accommodate the Southern racists and their principal
spokesman - Sen. Strom Thurmond. These developments come just at the moment when most people had
begun to re-evaluate President Nixon in the light
of a national leader moving cautiously but surely toward liberalism.

Mitchell said: -We have come to the firm conclusion that voting rights is no longer a regional
issue, it is a national concern , which must be treated on a nationwide basis."
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Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell, presenting the Administration's long delayed plan to a House Judiciary
subcommittee, said a simple extension of the 1966
t Voting Rights Act would be unfair and unrealistic. •
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for COMPACT
cars

plus $1.79 Fed. Ex. Tax,
size 650 x 13
tubeless

plus $2.36Fed. Ex. Tax
size 825 x .14
tubeless

00

for BIG cars

• Tough Duragen* rubber tread for high mileage
• Famous dual-traction tread design

for MEDIUM cars

plus $2.20Fed. Ex. Tax
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Love Of Automobiles.
In Line With New Job
Lonnie Nason, Sr., 19-year- is learning the job by restockold 'parts clerk at the John T. ing parts in the firm's wareFisher Company, is working house.
diligently on the job he located
But later on, when he is
only three months ago, and is
parts clerk, he
making a good impression on promoted to
to locate the
his associates at the,car firm. will be required
parts on short notice for meYoung Mr. Nason was an un- chanics who service and repair
employed
e x pectant father the numerons cars brought
when Roland Woodson, a coun- there every day.
selor for the Delta Education
Corporation, recognized him as 3/i Noel Williamson, parts mana good prospect for the or- ager, says the new wroker is
will
ganization and recruited him. doing a splendid job, and
probably move up the ladder
Just recently married at the in that department as soon as
time, the Carver High School there is an opening.
graduate just managed by one
Mr. Nason, who lives with his
month to slip the ranks of the
unemployed before the arrival wife and young son at 952
Springdale st., is planning on
of Lonnie Nason, Jr.
buying one of his employer's
After a brief training period cars in the near future.
at Delta, located at 212 MadiHe is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
son ave., he was placed at
John 1'. Fisher as a parts Willie Ed Nason of 235 Kirk
ave., and has a twin brother,
• clerk.
Ronald Gene Nason, who is
Since he had always had an employed at the Post Office.
interest in automobiles, Mr.
The John T. Fisher Company
Nason said the job is fascinatis one of several Memphis
ing to him.
firms pledged to provide perIt entails learning the indi- manent jobs to persons listed
vidual parts that go on Chrys- among the "hard core unemler Motorcars. Right now, he ployed."

Under GI Bill

Astronaut
Was Educated

He is the son of the late Mr.
Odie H. Tolbert, Sr. and Mrs.
Rozina Tolbert of 1117 Firestone Avenue. He is the brother
of 'school-teachers, Miss Delores Tolbert (Caldwell) and
Mrs.
Mary
Tolbert
Bland
(Larose).

hopes to resume in two years
at Northern Illinois University.

Odie Tolbert Joins
Alin Library Staff
Odle H. Tolbert, Jr. a 1962
graduate of LeMoyne-Owen College and a June 7, 1969 graduate of Northwestern Illinois
Illinois
. University,
DeKalb,
with the M.A. degree in Library Science is the first black
li.professianal member on the
Memphis
library
staff
at
• State University.
He began work July 1, 1969
a., a cataloger, with the rank of
an instructor, on the staff of
the John Brister Library.
Mr. Tolbert plans on teaching a course in cataloguing
next summer in the library department at MSU. Mr. Tolbert
has 'six hours in administration, that can be counted as
work on his doctorate, which he

GI Bill education and training
can take veterans as far as
the moon and back.

POP

(G)oacw
o
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Astronaut Neil A. Armstrong,
the first man scheduled to
land on the moon, received a
bachelor's degree in aeronautical engineering which he earned at Purdue University under
the GI all, which recently
A seven-year-old boy, who celebrated its Silver Anniverwas told to stay out of the sary.
swimming
Peyton Place
pool
at
A veteran of the Korean Conat 1979 Alcy rd., drowned there
flict, Armstrong also attended
last Saturday evening after
graduate school under the same
he slipped into the water at
bill
at the
University
of
11 and a half foot mark.
Southern Califernia.
The victim was Farris Haley,
Commander of the Apollo
son of Mrs. Selma Lee Haley of
Mission, Armstrong is the only
230 Cambridge.
civilian member of the crew.
The boy's body was pulled
The Apollo 11 skipper is
from the water by thl life
ladder
guard, Reginald Flake, 17, of scheduled to descent a
from his Lunar Module to the
1912 S. Parkway East.
moon's surface at 2:17 a.m.,
He was discovered on the July 21, to be joined 23 minutes
Force
Col
botton of the pool by Charles later
by
Air
David Bryant, 14, of 2492 Chez- Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr.
ita Drive, Apt. B.
With all the speculation as to
The victim had been visit- what Armstrong's first words
ing his aunt, Mrs. Mary Louise will he when he steps on
Pegues of 2530 Chezita Drive, the moon, it could well be
;Apt. A,.and had. gone t9 the that the conomancler may expool with some of his young
claim: "I owe if all to the GI

Boy Drowns
ek In Peyton
Place Pool
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RUBBERMAID
CAR MATS
Trims to fit most
cars • All rubber •
Top quality •
Heavy duty
durability •
Assorted colors.

oppripotirliptAffewfAppgft
601101iti un

korai Tiro Service
455 hien he. ben 625-7764
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Dealers and Stores

SHOCK ABSORBER

easy payments with approved credit
GUARANTEED
ADJUSTMENT
•Against ihrereuts
•Against Cuts
•Against Punctures
•Agarnat •rins••r
•Against Werkwienship •Against Material
Detects
Defects
•M• Limit en Months
Limit ea Miles
•

General's Performance Guarantee
Is based on your original cost.
It any

new General tir• fails in normal passenger car use, we will either repair it free of
charge or replace it with a new General tire of
like quality at • price based on the purchaser's
cost of the guaranteed tir• (after deducting
trade-in allowances or discount and State and
local taxes) equivalent to the percentage of
tread depth used, plus State and local taxes.
Claims must be submitted to an authorized
General Tire Dealer or Store with the original
Purchaser's invoice.

Ter.

13000 ANYWHERE IN THE U.S.A.
140n0/11141 by General
across the nation.

GENERAL
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militants and white policeman.
A recent editorial printed in the
Chicago Daily Defender stated,
"that these confrontation ses-
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. Black Capitalism

sions are bring in which they Disorders and other national black ghettos. Unlike other cities who have done noth I n g.
probe each other's motivation agencies.
There is no question but that Memphis seems to have a very
and prejudices in an effort to
relations
c o m munity
lower the level of hostility be- police brutality is a real mon- good
tween the two groups. This is ster knawing at the roots of the board.
the result of a thorough investigation by John Herbers of the
New York Times."
Departments
police
Many
Black Capitalism as a development of the Nixon
around the country have openAdministration program to combat poverty and place
ed up storefront centers in the
compensatory financial flooring under the sagging
slums, at which iesidenis can
voice complaints against the
econoniit structure of the black slums, has insptred
police or other public employes
whose
support
those
among
enthusiasm
acarcely
any
to policemen who have reasondream.
able sympathetic ear. There are Is needed if the proposal is not become a pipe
A 11'hite House Advisory touncil on the drive
several of these police Service
Centers in Memphis, to what again-q poverty took the view that Black Capitalism
dgree of success they've met Was no cure all
for the poor and might lead to racial
we don't know.
'cepa rat
Virtually, aocording to HrMeanwhile, at a Senate hearing, two Republicans
hers, every department has
stepped up efforts to hire and a Democrat challenged President Nixon's "black
more Negro policemen, and
capitalism"
program 8.3 empty words backed with'
there have been a number of
money and marred by backering between agennew community relations ef- little
forts, such as Operation Hand- Ivies appoited to carry it out.
shake in which a new patrolPresident Nixon, who has proposed federal fi-•
man must spend several days ?uncial assistance to help Negroes gain ownership of
making
community
in
the
friends before he begins en- their own business, forwarded the report of the National Advisory Council on Economic Opportunity to
forcing the law.
Despite these efforts, how- Congress without comment.
ever, the hostility between the
The 20-member council appointed by President
police departments and the
Negro communities has worsen- Johnson and headed by Morris Leibman, a Chicago
ed in some cities and in others lawyer, said that "Black Capitalism cannot produce
remains the most explosive en- large numbers of wealthy Black Americans in any
forcing the law. Memphis has
Phort period of time."
an unusual case, as far as
While the council concedes the validity of such
police service centers go, there
isn't the great hatred for po- a program in that it would develop racial pride and
lice, its more of a sceptisim
confidence, it holds to the view that not enough of
Many policemen are trying to
fit into the new image of po- the poor would be involved in the undertaking, belice, but to many more In the sides, it Would not reach those most seriously in need
last year, the police department In the urban ghettos.
have made efforts to institute
"There is a serious question as to whether the
new community relations programs, many following the Peparatist idea should be allowed to be stated as an
recommendation of the National council en id
Advisory Commission on Civii

CommuniOelations Board Act A Buffer Between
Black Community And Cops.
There is a great effort being
made by police departments
across the country to lower the
level of hatred between black

with her and pushed her out o
there," he said.
It was Jones' second day or
the stand. On Wednesday h.
testified he was dragged Iron
his camper bus by several po
licemen.
The three defendants main
tam n the camper was stopper
"arbitrarily" by police becaus(
an order was out to "ge
Jones."
_
maintain:
The prosecutioa
the three were wounded whit(
participating in the riots. Tht
defendants say they weri
wounded during their confror,
tation with police.
contend
The
prosecution
that two pistols were foun•
during the arrest -- one uncle
the dashboard of .1 o a e s' yr
hide and another which f e 1
from the writer's African-tyi
tunic.
Jones said be, was placed ii
the Essex County Jail a ft e•
processing at the precinct. 11:
spent the day in jail and final
ly appeared in Magistratt •
Court.
"That was the first time
heard 1 was accused ol g u
charges," he said.

Playwright Jones
Tells Court How He
Was Beaten By Cops
NEWARK, N. J. — (UPI) —
Black playwright Leroi Jones
told a jury he was beaten repeatedly by police during this
city's bloody rioting two years
ago.
Jones, Ern and two co-defendants — plaek actor Barry
Wynn, 24, and anti-poverty accountant Charles McCray, were
stopped by police and arrested
on weapons charges in the
early morning hours of July
14, 1967.
The three were convicted in
November, of possessing dangerous weapons, but the v e rdiet was thrown out on appeal
and a new trial was ordered.
On the witness stand, Jones
declared he was slapped
around in the police van while
being taken to the 4th precinct.
Once there, he said "they
pushed me up the stairs, wheeled me around and hit me in
the stomach with their fist s,
then slapped me on the side of
the head with a nightstick after I went down."
That landed him in the hospital, Jones said.
"When my Wife tried to visit
me there, Ptl. John Delaney,
who took me there, wrestled

.
REUNION — Elvis Presley are visited on the set of their by gospel singer mah.aha Jack. his ,singing style after MISS ed her concerts as a, boy
and Barbara McNair (right) sew movie, "Change of Habit." son. Presley, who patterned Jackson, is one of her most Tupelo. MiSsissippi, where tie,'
, ardent admirers and attend- were both born
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Nixon And The Warren Court
The investiture of Warren Earl
Burger as the 15th Chief Justice
of t he United States besides biding an occasion of rare solemnity,
offered President Nixon a superb
opportunity to unveil the image of
the new Nixon — the Nixon whose
social philosophy is much at variance with Nixon, the politician,
fighting to win the Presidency.
If the words he uttered at the
ceremony at the Supreme Court
are reckoned as a reliable index to
this conversion, then the American
people, especially those who have
been questioning Mr. Nixon's outlook on those great constitutional
issues settled by the Warren Court,
are in for a great surprise.
Speaking of retiring Chief
Justice Warren, Mr. Nixon had this
to say: "Over the last 16 years there
have been great debates in this
country. There have been some disagreements even within this Court.
But standing above those debates
has been the symbol of the Court
as represented by the Chief Justice
of the United States: fairness,
integrity, dignity."
The President went on: "To
the Chief Justice of the United
States, all of us are grateful today that this example of dignity,

the example of integrity, the example of fairness, as the chief law official of this country, has helped
to keep America on the path of continuity and change, which is so essential for our progress."
For Mr. Nixon to speak of
Chief Justice Warren in those terms
is indeed a refreshing and eloquent
manifestation of a changing, if not
changed, personality. Mr. Nixon unleashed his biggest broadsides
against the Warren Court during
his campaign for the Presidency. It
was his searing criticism of the
Court's interpretation of the Constitution that led many liberals and
even some conservatives to the conclusion that the nation under Nixon
would experience a rebirth of McCarthyism and racial bias on a
scale reminiscent of the Dark Ages.
This assumption seems to have
been hasty and false if the Nixon
speech at the Supreme Court is an
accurate forecast of a personality
in a thoroughgoing process of
transformation. We believe and
hope that the sensible and rational
utterances expressed by the President on Earl Warren reflect the humanism of a Chief Executive with
a strong commitment to the imperatives of democracy.

Hospital Workers' Strike
Tension is growing in Charleston to an explosive point. Night
violence is on the increase. But for
the interference of Senator Strom
Thurmond and Representative L.
hiendel Rivers, the three-monthsold strike of hospital workers would
have been settled to the satisfaction of the workers.
Robert H. Finch, Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare, had
threatened to cut off federal funds
for the two South Carolina hospitals unless they corrected certain
violations of the Civil Rights Act
reported by its own regional office.
Following a conference with
Thurmond and Rivers, the Secre-

tary called for another investigation just at the point where the
hospitals had agreed to reinstate
the twelve workers, whose firing
had touched off the strike.
The jailing of Rev. Ralph
David Abernathy, president of the
Leadership
Christian
Southern
Conference, on charges of inciting
to riot, has added fuel to a highly combustible situation. Now it is
doubted that Secretary Finch will
apply the power of his office to end
the strike. If so, he should be censured as a weak kneed official who
has no business holding such important cabinet post.

The Doomed Slum Child
Dr. Bettelheim, one of the
world's outstanding authorities on
childhood emotional development
and disorder, entertains a strange
belief about ghetto children. He
krolds to the notion that efforts to
overcome the deprived child's
Alum-born handicaps may deepen
Tile inner conflicts and could lead
to revolution rather than to
achievement by learning.
- He cites the government's
controversial Head Start program
with its emphasis on compensatory
teaching as one of the efforts likely to misfire.
"A terrible strain is created,"
he says in A recent interview,
"When you take children out of
the ghettos for a few hours each
day and teach them how to adapt
to a middle-class learning pattern
which is entirely different from
the skill they need to survive in
the jungle of their home enviro-

ment."
Dr. Bettelheim continues sadly: "Can we really expect these
children to generate so much
energy as to live in two such radically different milieus?"
Going beyond critics who have
found fault with the Head Start
program because of poor teaching
or uninspiredd curriculum, the 64year-old psychologist questions the
program's underlying assumption
that preschool children could be
given effective remedial training
despite their continued ties to
ghetto conditions.
If these conclusions are correct and sound, there is no hope
for the deprived slum-child outside
the ghetto. This in itself would
deepen the handicapped child inner conflicts and bring about the revolution that society in general is
trying to avoid.

By LOUIS MARTIN
(Editor-Sengstacke Newspapers)
The issue of police brutality is eternally Wired
by black citizens in all sections of the country. -We
know that the second-class status of blacks has'leen
maintained by white society through the police _systems of our towns and cities. This has been—so
throughout our history.
In view of this history it is not difficult to understand the almost inherent feeling of hostility among black
citizens toward the police. Until very
recent times, there were hardly any
black policemen and the few who were
seen in our communities were always in
a dilemma regarding their role of keeping the peace.
Being a minority and almost always poor, our citizens in the South,
beand in the North as well, have been brought up to
clutches
lieve that it is impossible to get out,of the
literally
to
police
the
permits
of this system which
govern and rule black communities.
The story is told that Congressman Adam Powell
got into most of his troubles in New York because he
became a threat to the police establishment. The
speech which set off fireworks was the one in which
he called one citizen a "bag woman" and alleged payoffs to the police from gambling operations.
New Yorkers who have studied police-co•mMY VIEW
munity relations contend that each block in Harlem
bore a price tag for the police establishment. The
payoffs from vice and gambling operators in each
area was estimated to be worth so many thousands
spreads, will India eventually go ComBy BENJAMIN E. MAYS
of dollars to the cops.
difference would it make
What
munist?
I am not a dev o tee of President
A flurry of indictments of police for accepting
to us and the world if all Asia goes Corn-1 bribe in New York City in recent days seems to cfmNixon. But I am not willing to play down
munist? The United States has commit- firm all the allegations. Some of the boys in blue have
his efforts to end the war in Vietnam.
ments to dozens of nations around the been running for cover.
There have been various reactions to world. If we let South Vietnam down,
This combination of white racism and corruption
police establishment is an old familiar story
the
in
the order to withdraw 25,000 soldiers will we be trusted by other small nations
general public is accustomed to these occafrom the war front. Some call it token- that we have promised to assist if the and the
sional exposes. A fresh breeze of reform blows over
ism and some say 25,000 are too few, we Communists strike? If we withdraw and
and nothing gets changed in the system.
should pull out period. If 100,000 are the South is overrun by the North, what
White society, especially the middle class, rarebrought home by the end of this year, will be the reaction in the United States? ly gets disturbed because their lives are fairly free
that will be a very significant accom- Any way we look at it, we are in the from this system in most of our major cities. It is
plishment indeed. If we can withdraw all middle of a bad fix. We are like the man the black community, the Spainsh speaking and forground soldiers by 1970, sometime peace who has the bull by the tail. He is afraid eign born who get the full impact of the ugly operations.
will be near. More power to President to turn the bull loose and afraid to hold
in the
In recent years the rise of narcotic traffic
Nixon.
him. As one who knows nothing about
communities has added another dangerous diUp to now, the war, I see no way of our getting out of black
boys
mension to life in the ghetto. Here again the big
withdrawal seems Vietnam without losing face. We can
are
traffic
this
from
who make most of the money
to have made no
and
live
who
hardly win the war. If we do get out and beyond reach and the petty hustlers
difference to t h e
in the ghetto are the ones who go to jail.
North Vietnam the Communists take over, then all work
Given this background, what do black citizens
negotiators in Pa- Americans who have died in Vietnam
are concerned about the quality of life in our
ris. They are say- will have died in vain. This is a tough who
communities do about racism and corruption in .the
ing what they situation. Let us be kind to Nixon and
police establishment?
have been saying wish him well.
This question must be taken seriously, Our black
all the time —
country have formed groups and
Nixon has not been in office long. youth all across the
the only way to
organizations which are dedicated to the"defense":of
end the war is for If he ends this war in 1970, he will have
•
the black community. In a crude way they are seek-the United States to get out of Vietnam done a herculean job. If he ends the war, ing to answer the question before us. They have been
all together. If they insists on this, there he will be a very popular president. If warned that this action amounts to "taking the law
will hardly be peace in 1970. The ques- he cannot end the war, he will be in a into their own hands." These kids couldn't care less.
There are no easy answers to our problem.
tion is, what will happen if we pull out? worse position than Lyndon Johnson.
there is one central key to the solution
Will South Vietnam be able to continue This writer wants to see us out of Viet- Nevertheless,
which we must not ignore. The police authority liethe war alone? If they cannot hold out nam. I want us to get out honorably but
rives from the political Power that governs us. The
against the North, Communism will take by all means we should get out. Presi- police are public servants.
over. This is what this country fears. If dent Nixon is definitely trying to end
We elect those who govern us and they in turn
he
at
seems control the police system. Anyway, that is the theory
this moment,
this should happen, will Comunism spread the war and
in Southeast Asia? China is the largest to be very hopeful that things will come of our local government. You can be certain that'the
political power is paramount.
country in the world. If Communism to order by the end of 1970.
The police understand this fact and that is wily
you have witnessed new political efforts being made
lw the nolice in variona cities. Recently in Minnita'lolls this new nolice nolitical power demonstrated its
-treee•th and for a mayor they elected one of their trim
There is no way to separate police and politles.
for
President., expectations and aspirations
In his play, "The MerchantIcampaigning
of V E NICE". Shakespeare'His bed-fellows like Strum toward first-class citizenship, Further there can be no fundamental and lasting
'wrote, "If I- can catch him Thurmond of South Carolina' must be considered and tried. changes in the police system until those who "are
once upon, the hip, I will feed and his ilk, indicated the Nix- The major question facing
fat the ancient grudge I on inclinations So. black Amer- black America today is: "Sub- elected to public office make the changes.
We are forever talking about mobilizing our full
bear him".
icans may as well prepare mit to Nixon's guide-lines. . .
It seems the above quotation! themselves for several more or activate some riot-lines?". nolitieal notential and up until now it has been more
is a propes in connection with years of reactionary white' Maybe, it might be best to
the Nixon's Administration's back-lash. . .with Nixon as the follow Uncle Tom's advice, talk than actions. The growing black ponulationsr in
growingly controversial, new leader. Shades of Wallace' How and dust off some side-lines our major cities represent new strength if we waild
guide-lines for the continued much grund will be lost is de- and wait out the forest fires of eerionalv try to use it.
desegration of the nation's batable. Black techniques for, white back-lash, as our foreThe voting statistics indicate that an alarming
schools. . .or should it be "dis- meeting this recession in their i fathers did.
nercentage of our citizens in the ghetto are not regcontinued".
Seems like Mr. Nixon is gleeistered and even those who ar registered do not
fully slapping black Americans
and the rest of the United
FAN
NO
JACKSON
often vote. Unless we take our political power seriacross the face with a harsh
States will not become inDear
Editor:
reminder that their first signidoctrinated back into slavery ously, the highly organized and active reactiontrY
ficant gain in civil rights. . . Somebody had better tell by any fast-talking emissary grouna will continue to dominate the political life,,of
the Supreme Court decision of "Mr. Charley" and his pub- of the power structure. Rev.
our cities.
Jesse Jackson is not repre1964. . .ordering desegration of licity men for the Rev. JesIf theso Youth groups would organize to hri•lo'
senting SCLC, he is reprethe schools. . .is not sacred,! se Jackson that black peosenting himself and a bunch out black vote in every city block they would do more
final, fundamental, and can be ple are not asleep and that
the white man can no longer of middle-class phonies who to end
reversed.
police brutality than they will ever accomplish
are not aware of the fact
Seems like Mr. Nixon wants choose our leaders for us.
with
and violence. In recent elections young
guns
Amerthat the black man in
to implement several feelings' Brother Jesse Jackson was
ica will overcome.
.first, a traditional Ameri- on the white power structures
.
People have demonstrated their political force. TheY
can prejudice and dis-interest ease when he helped to elect
The soul of this nation is have learned how to canvas house to
house and fikht
in black people as human be- Governor Ogilvie and he in the black man's hands
for
their
Ask
candidates.
Sentor
Eugene
McCarthy?
resentment
second,
.and
on
.
ings.
was on the power structures and we are cooperating
towards black Americans for case when be called upon
a direct current to freedom.
In some of the major cities less than 60 per ("Int
not voting in important num- certain people, like Law- It's liberty or death for us
of the black adults actually vote on election day. We
We will not sit idly or
rence Woods, to help him
bers for him to be President.
One wonders what he is go- with his "black Christmas" go on phony marches to have not given the political process an honest try.
Springfield or have phony Some of our youth learlers insist that they wieh to
ing to do to punish these white project.
Almighty God gave us Dr, boycotts or Red Roosters
Americans who didn't vote for
be constructive. Ringing ddor bells, registering the
him. The suspicion is "noth- Martin Luther King as our and white hens. We are on
fail,
we
no
if
and
leader
move
unregistered and pulling out the voters on election
and after his death he 1 the
lag:'
Of course, many black Am-Ipicked Rev. Ralph Abernathy crooked preacher will aid in day represent a program that is constructive and
our defeat.
tericans read the hand-writing as his next choice.
JUANITA WHITFIELD powerful.
ion the wall when Nixon was, Black people of Chicago

May Be Significant Move
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THE MALLORY KNIGHTS Charitable Organization p r eseated 29 certifieates of awards to outstanding cations of
Memphis and Shelby County on June 28. The group shown
above are people who have contributed to the organization's effort to alleviate discomforts and problems of porpeople of the community. Those receiving awards were:

Deltas Will Tackle
The Grassroot Issues
WASHINGTON, D. C.. — An
unusual and important aspect
of the 30th National Convention
of Delta Sigma Theta, Inc., a
public service sorority, will be
sessions
training
sensitivity
for all delegates.

Paul J. Vescovo, Edward D. Stewart, Dr. Ralph Jackson.
Ernest C. Withers, Or. Malcolm D. Blackburn, Atty. S.A.
Wilburn, Abe Plough, Edmund Orgill, E. Lee Hayden,
Mrs. Ola Campbell. Fred P. Gattas, Thomas Eldridge,
Miss Christine Brewer, Rev. A. E. Campbell, Harry S.
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Henderson Cranford, Jack Ramsay,
have been involved in problems
relating to disadvantaged
youth, education, text book
selection and curriculum, public health services, including
mental health, voter registration and welfare rights.

McCann L. Reid, Mrs. Barbara Jones, Percy R. Bess,
Mrs. Gladys Bolden, Judge Odell Horton, Jr., Elder E.W.
Sain, Mrs. Kay Pittman Black, Charlie E. Neal, Rev. B.
m. Deny, Tri-State Defender newspaper staff, Julius Lewis
William Loeb, Delmaus Moore, Mr. G. C. Brown, and Willie L Gordon.

PATRONIZE,OUR ADVERTISERS

Civic Club Group
To Meet July 13

.

The Bluff City and Shelby
County Council of Civil Clubs
"As professional women," will hold its monthly meeting
Mrs. Freeman observed, "Del- at the Sarah Brown Branch of
tas have resources that are the YWCA on Sunday, July 13,
valuable — knowledge, skill at 4 p. m.
and capital. At our convention, The branch is located at 1044
we will discuss new methods Mississippi blvd., and all memof fully utilizing these resources bers are asked to be present.
Frank R. Kilpatrick is presiat the local, state and nationdent of the organization.
al levels."

Baltimore, Maryland is the
Mrs. T'John Hill is president
host city for the August 10-16
of Baltimore Alumnae Chapter,
Convention.
which has been working closeNow in its 56th year, Delta
ly with the National Office of
Sigma Theta is a national orDelta Sigma Theta, headed by
ganization of 50.000 collegeMrs. Lynette Taylor, in plan- The 35th
trained, predominantly black
Ward Civic Club
ning the convention.
women. Delta has 344 active
will have its regular meeting
chapters in 42 states and two
Convention Coordinators are: and installation service for
foreign countries.
Mrs. Vivian E. Washington and officers on Monday night, July
Mrs. Frankie M. Freeman,
Mrs. Rubye C. Gill, both of 14, at the Person Avenue Baptist Church beginning at 8 p. m.
national president of Delta, exBaltimore Alumnae Chapter.
The church is located at 218
plained that sensitivity trainMrs. Taylor said she expects W. Person ave.
ing is an educational exall 344 chapters to participate Tommie Evans is president
perience designed to increase
in the convention.
of the club.
an individual's awareness of
her inner feelings and of the
MRS. F.M. FREEMAN
impact she has on other s,
especially in dealing with crucial and controversial social is- Two?' — and develop a substantive plan of action."
sues.
"These sensitivity training
Freem a n, who is a
sessions will enable members Mrs.
of the U. S. Civil
member
take
of Delta Sigma Theta to
first raised
Commission,
Rights
home ideas and techniques
of two nations,
which they can translate into the question
one black and the other white,
effective action for change in
in a Civil Rights Commission
their communities," Mrs. Freereport to the President of the
man said.
United States in February,
Six ,hours of sensitivity train1967.
ing will be available to a 11
registered delegates. The ses- Emphasizing the role of delesions, will be conducted by Dr. gates at the convention, Mrs.
-Jeanne L. Noble, professor Freeman stated, "During the
`rom 7 New York University, convention, we will evaluate
and staff "trainers."
and reappraise all Delta proMrs. Freeman indicated that grams to determine the degree
the dOnvention agenda also in- of relevancy of these programs.,
cludes program clinics in the
areas of housing, employment "We want to be certain that
ind job training, practical all our programs and objectives
polities, economic development, are relevant to the critical issues facing our communities
iducation and black culture.
"W approach the 1969 Delta and nation, particularly those
iigme,Theta Convention," Mrs. affecting black people a n d
?'reestian said, "with a deep members of other minority
;ense of commitment and pur- groups."
iose.- We shall consider the Mrs. Freeman, a practicing
quesffon posed by the Kerner attorney in St. Louis, Mo.,
Oomraission — 'One Nation or pointed out that Delta chapters
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Black Voting Rights
To Spark fight In D.C

DEFENDER

Pale

Blacks Face Shortages
In Health Professions

A national dental leader programs as one of the chief
suggested that the black com- reasons for the expected Indemand
munity "offers perhaps the creased
upon
all
greatest untapped resource for health manpower to provide
manpower" in the health pro- care. Such programs as MediBy ETHEL L. PA'YNE
!Wyoming have literacy test
fessions. Dr. James C. Wal- care, Medicaid, Project Head
WASHINGTON — Liberals in
lace, Jr., of Chicago, president Start and Neighborhood Health
Congress and civil rights sup- (2) The attorney general
of
the National Dental Associa-!Centers have opened the doors
porters are girding for what would have authority to send
tion, pointed out that the health of health care to large segment
may be the bitterest confronta- voting examiners and observprofessions, including dentistry, of the indigent who have prc
tion yet with the Nixon Admin- ers wherever there were comare facing a critical manpower viously been without care.
istration — the atemp o ban plaints of denial.
problem.
Calling for closer cooperahe extension of the Voting (3) Authority to file suits to
Rights Act in 1970 and substitu- stop efforts to thwart voting
In an address to the Pan- tion between white and black
tute a nation-wide exemption rights by new laws.
Tennessee Dental Association,!health professionals, he emon literacy tests.
(4) Establishment of an admeeting here June 25, Dr. Wal- phasized: "It must be acClarence Mitchell Jr., direc- visory commission to study the
lace said: "Such documents cepted by the dental profestor of the Washington Bureau effects of literacy tests on minas the Health Manpower Com- sion at large that all' profesof the NAACP and the chief ority groups and new ways to
mission advisory report have Isionals, whether
white or
lobbyist for civil rights legisla- halt vote buying and other
pointed out with considerable black, must work earnestly totion, angrily charged the ad- election frauds. Attorney Genemphasis that the most criti- gether to solve the large and
ministration with trying to eral Mitchell contended that it
cal problems facing the health challenging problems we are
block the growing voting power is unfair to apply the present
professions today and in the facing. I do believe we are
of Negroes to pay off campaign law purely on a regional basis. ENTERS CONTEST — Ausey future are manpower and do- nearing that day, if, indeed
promises to Sen. Strom Thur- He denied that the new propos- Parker, 14, of 1432 James at., livery of care."
we have not already reached
al would be directed at slowing has entered the Tri-State Demond and other southerners.
it.
He
added:
'And
nowwhere
The Justice Department has down increased participation fender's S u m mer Contest.,
is the manpower problem more "There has been no time in
admitted that the new plan is of Negroes in the voting pro- When it began on June 6, he
was selling only is copies a critical than it is in the black our past history where our
designed to redeem campaign cess.
pledges that the South would But Clarence Mitchell de- week. Ausey is currently sell. segment of the professions . . counsel and guidance has beenl
Nationally, the ratio of dentists- so desired or souahtfte
not be singled out for special scribed the proposal as a "so- ing 50 copies a week.
RECEIVE RJR GRANTS — These three
study grants from the I. J. Reynolds To.
to-population is about one den- And it is therefore incumbent
action in the civil rights area. phistickited, but nonetheless a
Forsyth County (Winston-Salem), North
bocce Company. From left are Mrs. Ass
tist
for
every
2,000
people.
In
upon us — both as blacks and
After five cancellations of ap- deadly way of thwarting the
Carolina, leachers are following their ape.
zie Lee Wagner, Willie Gene Richardson
pearances before the House progress we have made." Lat- ening of school desegregation the black community, however, as members of the dental proand Miss Leola C. Anderson.
Interests this summer on graduate
els'
the ratio'is one dentist to every fession — to meet these re- Judiciary Committee for hear- er he said that the effects could guidelines.
—
15,000
people.
And
it
is
from
quests. We are leaders in at
ings on the extension of the prevent Charles Evers, the
Voting Rights Act, Attorney newly elected mayor of Fayette As it stands now, the propos- the black indigent community'least that portion of our chosen
General John Mitchell unwrap- Miss., from serving more than i al for extension could be passed that the professions are expect- field which applies to the black
ped the new proposal that one term. Mitchell was joinedjin committee and defeated on!ed to draw the greatest in- community and we must acconfirmed suspicions that the In his objections by Rep. Eman- the floor of the House, which crease in demand for services.",cept and wield that leadership.,
brakes would be put on protec- uel Cellar (D. N.Y.) Chairman Is exactly the turn of the screw The Negro dental leader cited with wisdom as well as wit&
tion and assistance for disfran- of the House Judiciary Com- that reactionaries want. The the growth of federal health force," he suggested.
chised blacks in the South. mittee and Rep. William Mc- Leadership Conference on Civil
Since the Act became law in Culloch (R. Ohio) a leading Rights, the watchdog organiPOMFRET, Conn. — College high school and college prob-'
1965, more than 800,000 Ne- supporter of a simple extension zation on civil rights legislation,
plans of a good many New lems.
serious
sees
a
threat
the
to
groes have been added to the of the present Voting Rights
York City high school seniors James R. Edwards of 506
Act.
rolls in the Southern states and Act.
were set back by last fall's West 150th Street, New York,
STRATEGY
PLANNED
Negroes have been elected to
Not everyone in the Administeacher strikes, but one Bronx who attended Bronx High School
public offices in unprecedented From the Senate side came tration agrees with the strategy.
youngster came through the of Science for three years,
a stern warning to the Presi- They think it can boomerang
numbers.
turmoil with a pair of scholar- completed high school here on
Hugh
(R.dent
by
Sen.
Scott
MITCHELL'S PLAN
next year when the congressionships that helped solve both his i a scholarship awarded for his
As outlined by the attorney Pa.1 the Minority Whip. Blunt- al races come up. The GOP
senior year by the Pomfret
general the plan embraces thel ly he said there would be a wants to take control of Conthe
strike.
School
during
Senate
GOP
liberals
revolt
of
following:
gress.
Now
he
has
also
been
awarded
(1) A nationwide ban on liter- if the Administration persists
a four-year scholarship to Mas- AT LOWRY AFB, Colo., for
acy tests for voting until Jan. in its conservative approach Rep. Roger C. B. Morton,
sachusetts
Institute of Techno- training IR the supply field is
grave
domestic
problems.
the
to
Chairman
of
the
Republican
1. 1974. In addition to the seven
logy by National Distillers Airman Eugene E. Dandridge,
southern states which had liter- He was joined by Sen. Charles National Committee, said in
and Chemical Corporation. He son of Mrs. Mary Dandridge
acy tests, Alaska, Arizona, McMathias a fellow Republi- an interview recently that "It
plans a career in biochemistry. of 51 N. Fourth st., Memphis.
Maryland.
Both
men
would
be
unthinkable not to exCalifornia, Connecticut, Dela- can from
BERKELEY, Calif. — (UPI) The four-year grant, a NaA 1967 graduate of Manassas
ware, Hawaii, Maine, Massa- said they were unalterably tend the Voting Rights Act."
— The Black Panther party tional Distillers Achievement
High School he completed baschusetts, New Hampshire, New opposed to a change in the 1965 A any rate, a battle royal in
has repudiated a children's Scholarship, was presented to
York, Oregon, Washington and Voting Rights Act or a weak- Cangress looms over the issue.
coloring book that preached young Edwards by Kenneth Gi ic training at Lackland AFB,
Tex.
violence in words and pictures Hubbart, Connecticut
State!
against police and white mer- Manager, National Distillers!
chants.
Products Co., a division of the;
The coloring book was "un- corporation, as part of its proparty
Panther
authorized,"
gram to provide increased eduChairman Bobby Seale and cational
opportunity for promisChief of Staff David Hilliard ing
Negro
youth.
told UPI in an interview WedJames, son of Mr. and Mrs.
nesday.
They said Larry Clayton James R. Edwards, won the
It was quite a surprise to lars in his pocket could know ticket needed for the dinner
Powell, a party defector who scholarship in a nationwide
read through the Commercial'the condition of those soldiers was to be poor and hungry.
testified before the McClellan competition administered by
Appeals' Special Sesquicenten- and not soften? Some of them The cost ran up but he was wilSenate subcommittee printed 1,- the National Merit Scholarship
nial Edition of May 25, and having both arms shot off, or ling to pay it, and did.
000 copies of the coloring book Corporation, an independent,
non-profit organization.
find no mention of one of both legs or maybe part of the The Planter° Journel, a
to use against the party.
Memphis most famous and body. Members of his own race white magazine published in
A San Francisco police offi- It is one of two National Dimost helpful former citizens, could not understand why he Memphis, the issue of Septemcer told the Senate investigators stillers Achievement ScholarRobert R. Church Sr., better would do a thing like this, but ber, 1906, features an article
the coloring book was distribut- ships awarded annually by the
known in Memphis and through- he realized that the war was about Robert R. Church Sr.,
ed at breakfasts the Panthers company..nada grant is worth
up to $6,000 for the four years
out the Country as Bob Church. over and there should be no on its first four pages. It car- Pictured above are winners in and Junior King Paul Williams. sponsored for children.
''Way back yonder," when the more fuss about it, and a 1 11 ried a picture of a park and the Longview Height's Civic Standing in the rear is Mr. "It was first printed in 1968 of college, depending on the
name of Bob Church was men- should work together to pro- auditorium he had built for his Club's Queen and King Con- William A. Perry, Chief Pro- by a young party member from student's need. Ten Achievetest. They are from left to bation Officer of Juvenile Court the Sacramento chapter. He ment scholarships, including
tioned, it brought to mind the mote one common feeling of people.
right; Senior King Maurice Mr. Perry made the presenta- was not politically mature and the
Edwards
man who started pulling Mem- unity for our great nation.
grant, have AT SHEPPARD AFB, Tex.,
In 1906, Mr. Church founded
Reed and Senior Queen, Miss tions of a $25.00 War Bond to was not aware of the class been awarded by National Di- for training in aircraft mainphis out of the hole back to a Mr. Church, seeing that NeSavings
Bank
and
Solvent
the
tenance -is Airman Gayloa R.
city again, says Fred L. Hutch- groes had no permission to Trust Company for his people. Portia Elaine Fisher; Junior Portia Elaine Fisher.
position of the Panthers," Seale stillers.
enter any of the public parks The largest bank owned by Queen Miss Carolyn Renfroe
said.
Young Edwards holds sev- Calhounzzion of Mrs. Evelyn
ins, the historian.
in Memphis, bought the ground
eral scho ol
achievements Conway---of 553 Gainesville,
It was February 22, 1892, and laid off a park with beauti- colored people in Tennessee and
awards,
has
placed
on the hon- MemphiW... He is a 1966 gradis hen my father moved to Mem- ful flowers and walks, and the third largest anywhere.
or roll consistently, was vale- uate orlooker T. Washington
Mr. John Overton Jr., once
phis, and as can be seen, I back in the park, erected a
dictorian of his junior high High School and attended Memhave spent the last seventy- large auditorium where colored wrote Mr. Church: Your name
University. His
school class, and has participat- phis Stale
seven years here. From mem- actors and show people could will live in Memphis long after
ed in student government. He father. Samuel Calhoun, lives
river,'"
ory I know a bit of Memphis perform. Thousands of grad- you have crossed the
has also had published several at 1662 Ptnecrest, Wichita, Kan.
history, and in 1965, published uates have received their di- and on December 30, 1913,
short stories, illustrated with
a book, "WHAT HAPPENED plomas on the stage of this the year after Mr. Church's
his
own cartoons.
Commercial
ApIN MEMPHIS," mostly eye auditorium. Many great men death, the
The
Natio nal
Distillers
Prosperity
Southern
its
peal,
in
witness history.
including President Theodore
Achievement Scholarships stem
substantial
Edition
wrote,
"A
from the company's interest in
Right here, at this ap- Roosevelt, have made speech- story of the triumph of Memes from its stage.
enlarging opportunities for talpropriate time, I can see no
phis is a great city could not
ented Negro students. This aim
reason why it would not be fit- For several years, it was be written without an account
is also expressed in National
ting and proper, especially on Robert R. Church Sr., himself, of the marveltus career of the
Scholarship Service and Fund
Memphis' 150 birthday to who held an open house in this late R. R. Church". But to the
for Negro Students, and in the
make mention of, or devote auditorium on Thanksgiving contrary, it is being done.
broader but related area of
some credit to the man who day with free dinner. Any poor
FRED L. HUTCHINS
social welfare, the National Ur
put up the first $1,000.00 to people regardless of race were
11187 Mississippi Blvd.
ban League, an interracial
promote this city from a simple welcome to dinner. The only
agency, and the National Astaxing district to what it is
sociation for the Advancement
today.
of Colored People.
Many older citizens, white
and Negro, have kept ears
The company is also Awardopen, as they knew his love
ing 1.3 four-year Merti Scholarfor Memphis should, indeed,
ship this year, bringing to 234 YOUTH QUEEN — Parricia
deserve some mention or morethe number of such grants it Eloise Johnson of 541 Moline
over, some kind of demonstrahas made since the inception St. has been crowned queen
tion. They knew that Robert
of the program 14 years ago.
for the young people of EmR. Church always fell in line
Scholarships in the Merit ,-nuP1 Baptist Church. She is
assiswhen Memphis needed
program are open to students the dangler of Master Ser.
tance. At one time knew crime
without respect to race, re- gennt and Mrs. Earl R. JohnWINS SCHOLARSHIP — James R. 'idHubbart, Connecpresented
by
Kenneth
G.
was about to take Memphis,
wards, center, of New York, a graduate of
manager, National Distillers ligion or national origin. Negro son. Her father is stationed in
ticut
state
he presented the city with a
the Pomfret School, Pomfret. Conn., and
Products Co., a division of National D i s. students may participate in' Thailand. Patricia was sponsorbrand new patrol wagon as a
winner of a National Distillers Achievement
tillers and Chemical Corp. At right is Jo- both the Merit and Achievement,ed by Mrs. Velma Reedus. The
symbol of his disapproval.
programs, but may win ai Rev. W.,E. Ragsdale is minscholarship to Massachusetts Institute o f
seph K. Milnor. Jr., headmaster of P o m
fever
The disastrous yellow
scholarship in only one of them.1 ister of the church.
holds a certificate Of award
School.
Technology,
fret
epidemic of 1878 ruined Memphis and plunged her overwhelAO<
mingly in debt. The city government went out of business inl
January, 1879. The Municipal government, conposed of ten
aldermen a n d eighteen councilmen, gave up the city charVer and asked the state to take
over. The state set up a taxing
district, and f o r about ten
years this organization managed local affairs. The debt was
funded by the issuance of
Annual Men's Day will be
Taxing District bonds. These
c^lebrated next Sunday, July
were the first issued and their
1,3, at the Prospect Park Bapmarket value questioned. Howtist Church at 2376 Hernando
ever, or whatever, it was
rd., near Whitmore. The pubRobert R. Church who showed
LaChristye officer of Alpha Kappa Alpha lic is invited.
Charlotte
Miss
movement
by
his faith in the
Sorority, the marching band,, The speaker for the ritorning
coming to the front, the first Hendricks and Mr. Albert A.
the concert band and the Presi- service at 11 a.m., will be City
man to purchase a bond. The Duncan will exchange vows
Scholarship Council.
dent's
court Judge Bernie Weinman.
Riverview
Christian
at
July
26
series.
first bond of the first
Duncan is the son of Ile will be introduced by forMr.
When the Confederate Re- Church, Miss Hendricks is the
Memphis in daughter of Mr. and Mrs. The- Mr. and Mrs. Alexander R. mer Mayor William B. Ingram.
union came t g
thousands
of men odore C. Hendricks of 1896 Riv- Duncan of Longview, Tex. He Speaking at the afternoon'
1901. bringing
7 se Colfront 'i
program at 3 will be the Rev.
who had fought to keen him erside blvd. She graduated graduatet.:
Ne.4sbie Alston. minister of the
with h nors from Carver High lege in AtInntn..
in slavery, it was Roh'
n1 itilmr Gospel Temple Baptist Church.
s presented to The
School and
thurch wh3 softened, . nt
._.. „Fia , -rnity ,The Sou.hern Male Chorus wit,
$1,000,00 to help promote tie, society as a Kappa Alpha Ps; of Aipha Pi A ,)
RIG BIBLE TENT _ folly a few seats were 'voila+. for
black ass. Pastor C. B. Rock is instal:Dor foi ihe meeting.
cause. This donation was set,- Debutante in 1965. She received and prsigrari ci, teator for sing.
and Paster J. M. Doggette is director.- fwrIlres are coatin
United
hiecomers to the Big Bible Tent at 976 E. McLemore last
Negro College ' Frank .1. Tharp is chairman
ond only to that of Colonel R. her Bachelor of Science degree the
Sunday evening when a huge crowd filled the tent between
eine eigiay. Gifts are being distrihunegt to those wino show
B. Snowden's donation of $1,500.' from Morris Brown college in Fund This mole will continue of Men's Day. The Rev. Claude
A7alia and College to learn whether or not God cursed the
up each
t ad participate in Bilea..tiuLvec.
Smith is pastor of the church.
. What man with a million dol-i Atlanta, Ga., where she was 411 graduate studies this fall

Pomfret Grad Awarded'
A 4-Year Scholarship

Panthers Deny
Printing Book

Writer Says Paper Slighted Bob
Church In Historical Notations
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AND BRIDE — Mr. and Mrs. John Carter
Williams, Jr., are seen here at the Church of the Incarnation in Washingtosr—D. C., after exchanging vows there
in a nuptial mass celebrated on Sunday, June 14. The
bride is the former Miss Bernice Miriam Jefferies, (laugh.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Jefferies of Washington, D.C.
Ha Is the son of Mrs. Moseale Williams and John C. Williams, Sr., of Memphis. The couple will live in Washing.
to. (Rick Fatilcon Photo)

MODERN SPACIOUS

e

HONEYMOON IN BAHAMAS — Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
Brooks Ftch, Jr., are shown in the Bahamas where they
speut their honeymoon after they were married at t h e
home of the bride's aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
H. Twigg, at 1766 S. Parkway, E. The bride is the daughter of Mrs. J. C. Bowman and the late Dr. Bowman. The
groom is the son of Mrs. L. A. Brandrnm and Harrison
Fitch of Springfield, Mass. The groom is a sales manager
with IBM in Washington, D. C. The couple who were married by the Rev. T. C. Lightfoot, Jr., pastor of Mt. Olive
CME Cathedral is at home hi Silver Springs, Md.

er,t;

Yaw,

901 E. MclEMORE PH. 774-1458
AIR CONDITIONING,
PROMPT AND SATISFYING
SERVICE
SPACIOUS PARKING AREA.
7-1
1111001PrrMr

WE SPECIALIZE INPERMANANTS
HAIR STYLING
HAIR COLORING
& TINTS

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

Miss Taylor Bride Of Sammuel Caviness
Methodist'ditional gown of chantilly lace. pink peau de soie with the scal- Lawrence H. Blakeny was the
Bethel U n i ted
Church was the setting for the The natural waistline bodice loped neckline. They wore, the best man. Groomsmen
recent marriage of Miss Elaine was complimented with scoop- green gowns carried pink bou- were Kenneth E. Taylor, the
Terese Taylor and Samuel ed scalloped sleeves. The flow- quets of carnations with green bride's brother; and and ReginElisha Caviness. The ceremony ing full Chandlace shirt fell princess veils- Those wearing ald Powers, all of Memphis.
was officiated by the Rev. from gathers at the waist and pink gowns carried green bouCharles J. Reed of Bethel Unit- graced the floor. The Watteau quets of carnations with pink The reception was held immediately after the wedding
ed Methodist, 616 Scott St.,, trained draped to the floor to Princess veils.
Memphis. The wedding took' a Chapel length. Her headpiece Carmellia Downey and Faye at the home of the bride's
was a double tiara of lace Wilson were the two flower aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
place on June 15, 1969.
The bride is the daughter of pearls, and creptals accented girls. Alan R. Taylor, the bride- Gabriel Downey, Sr. Hostesses
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy H. Tay- with a cascade of English Il- groom's brother was the ring at the reception were Miss
Delores Diana Taylor, the
lor, Sr. of 800 South Parkway lusion. She carried a cascading bearer.
bride's sister; Mrs. Thelma J.
East. Mr. and Mrs- John E. bouquet of white carnations
Carmellia Downey and Faye Wilson, the bride's cousin and
Caviness, Sr., of 811 South centered with double orchids.
Parkway East are the parents Miss Flossie L. Brown was Wilson were the two flower Miss Hazel Taylor. They wore
with
A-line
dresses
of the bridegroom
maid of honor. Bridesmaids girls. Alan R. Taylor, the bride green
The music was presented by were Mrs. Mamie L. Taylor, groom's brother was the ring strines of pink flowers. White,
carnations accented the effect-1
Bruce Boyd, organist and Miss Zaddie Morris, and Miss. bearer.
wor!
They
Young.
Daneva
John Crawford, solosit.
The bride wore a white tra- empire gowns and green and

The Arts And Grafts
Highlighted At Meet

Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

The Tennessee Federation of
Colored Women's Clubs met in
Jackson, Tenn., on the campus
of Lane College June 10-12, and
among the guest speakers was
Mrs. 011ison, the president of
the National Association of Colored Women's Clubs.

Winning honorable mentions
were Dickson, Dyerburg, Humboldt and Murfreesboro.
Memphis had a number of
ceramics, but other groups displayed more useful articles.

Charles Richard Drew (1905-1950)

Hefound a way to save
lives by saving blood.
When someone-needs a couple of pints
of blood for a transfusion, his doctor
simply telephones the local blood bank,
and the proper type and quantity will be
there in minutes.Wetake this for granted.
But what most of us don't realize is
thatonly twent*Iiiie years ago this simple
phone call was inipossible.
It was not until 1941 that Dr. Charles
Drew,then director of the British Blood
Plasma Project, introduced the revolutionary idea of a central depository for
blood—a blood bank.
Drew's next step was to improve the
methods of preserving blood.And,as the
first director of the American Red Cross
Blood Bank, be-simplied much needed
plasma to the United States Armed
Forces.
But it was not.only in the banking of
blood that Dr. Drew made his mark. In
the 1930's, as Trrofessor and head of

surgery at Howard University Medical
School,Dr.Drew trained and encouraged
hundreds of young doctors. Under his
strong and inspired leadership, the enrollment at Howard swelled.
Shortly after the war, Dr. Drew was
named Surgical Consultant for the
United StatesArmy.Then,a year later,his
career was brought to an abrupt halt by
his untimely death in an automobile
accident.
Dr. Charles Drew left an enduring
mark in many fields. He had been an
outstanding athlete and coach, a magnetic speaker, an inspiring teacher and
dynamic administrator, a gifted scientist
and, above all, a skilled surgeon.
Memorials and monuments are unnecessary, for that simple phone call
serves as a constant reminder of the
momentous contributions Dr. Charles
Richard Drew made to the world.

OLD TAYLOR

KENTUCKY STRAIONT SOUP-ION WHISKEY LOUISVILLL
ET.
56 1(X*THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY Q). FRANI(PORT

367 Union
527-4471
2989 Summer
323-5594

AND BE COUNTED.
CLIP THIS PETITION, SIGN, AND CIRCULATE IT AMONG
FRIENDS AND BUSINESS ASSOCIATES, THEN MAIL IT TO
ADDRESS BELOW.

PETITION FOR REFERENDUM ON LEGAL SALE
OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES FOR CONSUMPTION ON THE
PREMISES IN SHELBY COUNTY PURSUANT TO
SECTIONS 57-152 THRU 57-156 TENNESSEE CODE ANNOTATED, AS AMMENDED.

The art exhibits were rated
as the best the Convention has
ever had, with 17 cities and
towns represented in the department

The first prize of a silver
trophy went to Nashville. Third
prize of $5.00 went to Chatanoogs.

SET
COIN'To

SIGN UP.

An outstanding feature of the
meeting was the Arts and
Crafts Exhibits. The slogan for
it was "Art is a Language."

Jackson won the first prize,
but as the host city refused to
accept, but did accept the second prize of 97.50

TWO REST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

TO:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF ELECTIONS
SHELBY COUNTY'TENNESSEE
WE THE UNDERSIGNED CITIZENS. RESIDENTS. REGISTERED AND QUALIFIED
VOTERS OF SHELBY COUNTY. TENNESSEE, DO HEREBY RESPECTFULLY REQUEST THE HOLDING OF A LOCAL OPTION ELECTION, AS PROVIDED BY LAW.
SECTION 57-111 T.C.A.
CERTIFY BY MY SIGNATURE TO THIS PETITION THAT I AM A QUALIFIED
AND REGISTERED VOTER AND THAT I RESIDE IN SHELBY COUNTY.TENNESSEE
AT THE ADDRESS,WARD,AND PRECINCT SHOWN AFTER MY NAME.
WARD &
QUALIFIED AND
ADDRESS
SIGNATURES
PRECINCT
REGISTERED VOTER'S

Mr. Hardy, professOr of agriculture at Tennessee A&I State
University in Nashville and one
of the judges for horticulture
and the arts and crafts department of the Tennessee Federation, asked Mrs. Coleman, the
state president, and Miss Frances E. Tharpe, the state Arts
and Crafts chairman, to bring
the art exhibit to Nashville for
display at Tennessee State University, where a greater number would be able to view them.
Miss Tharpe was placed on
the national Arts and Crafts
Committee in Washington, DC.
Mrs. Earnestine Martin, a r t
teacher at Hamilton High
School, and Arts and Craft
chairman for Memphis, won the
city two first prizes and two
second prizes as a result of her
leadership. Of the 18 Memphis
clubs, 10 of them work with
Mrs. Martin.
Mrs Martin'spaintings,
leather articles and woodwork
has brought her prizes in the
National CWC Conventions. During the 1986 meeting in Oklahoma City and the meeting held
last year in Chicago she received some five prizes, and
Tennessee received two national silver trophies.
The national president says
that she it looking forward -le
seeing some of Mrs. Martin's
paintings in Atlantic City, N.J.,
in 1970 at the Diamond Jubilee of the organization.

THE SIGNATURES ON THIE PETITION WERE SOLICITED BY •
•".,• •-:•-omsr-Pxo:w40;:xf..-mcK9x:xmaso-f•mov.v.o.w.w.4::::
MAIL TO:
(NAME)
CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR A
(ADDRESS)
BETTER MEMPHIS
P.O. BOX 224
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38101

•

(Sponsored by Citizens Committee for A RAW Memphis, EX. Krausnick and Howard Richardson. Co-Chairman, Election Committor
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Society
Merry
Go-round
ERMA LEE LAWS
"In men whom men con- to the summons Carlotta Wetdemn as ill I find as much of son issued for the Fourth • . .
goodness still; In men whom '
!who could refuse an invite
men pronounce divine I find such as this, "Summons July
so much of sin and blot, I do 4, 1969. 3 p.m. til' dark. You
not dare to draw a line between are wanted out on Park Avenue
the two where God has not." my ole broken down fren.
Come ridin' or welkin' I'll let
Joaquin Miller.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA sorors recently received in t h e
Mrs. Cornelius Murrell, Mrs. Lloyd Weddington, Mrs. Kent
WEDDINGS . . . Mr. aad you in. 2668 is the number for sisterhood of Beta
Epsilon Omega Alumnae Chapter of AlFarmer, Miss Rose Caviness, Mrs. James Spraggins, Mrs.
a
Hobo
Picknick
bar
be
cu.
Mrs. Walter P. Guy, Jr., anlysses Truitt and Mrs. Harold Adams. Mr. William Mar. . is pha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated are seated left to
nounce the marriage of their Come plenti hungri
right: Mrs. Joe Young, Mrs. Clyde Venson, Miss Erma
dis is basileus of the chapter and Miss Velma Lois Jones,
what
you
must
do.
Eat,
drink,
daughter Beverly Lynn to WilLee Laws, Miss Josephine Gordon and Miss Martha Flow
Is Southeastern Regional Director of Alpha Kappa Alpha
MR. and MRS. CECIL
lis Braswell Sheftall, Jr. The; play, tell long tales, hog call, era. Standing in same order are Mrs. Garner Branch,
Sorority.
good
weather.
ole
time
games.
couple was wed at Alabama!
State College where they both My what a bell yer summon'
teach and of which the bride's ed here by fas' train or freight, ged in the short ragged jeans, To round out the holiday
uncle, Dr. Levi Watkins is it's the fourth of July. Omar he'll be leaving in August for week-end N.A.M.E. (New AttiRobinson is leaving town and Langston University where he'll tudes
Memphis
Encounter)
president. They
met while
this is a good reason to cele- be Director of Choral Music. were feted with hot dogs and
graduate students at Atlanta'
brate. Yer ole fren', Carlotta He's taking a leave of absence hamburgers grilled in the back
University. Beverly is a gradWatson. P.S. i'm gonna get me from the Memphis City School yard of the Rev. Bill and Starr
uate of Spelman College • and
another tipewriter, this one System to venture out some. Kephard in Whitehaven. They're
one of our Honorary Co•Ettes.
won't tipe or spell for this ole Venturing out is a part of the seeking to change racial attiThe groom spent a year at the
philosophy of the Robinson tudes!!! God bless em'!'
hobo.Miss Emma Louise M ay - Junior - bride smaids
were
University of Economies in
Clan, the youngest, Yvonne alit Chat . . A note from ,
weather and Cecil Eric Lincoln Misses .Cynthia
Mayweathei
London. His parents are the With this enticing lure the
who received her sheepskin in Rosetta Miller tells us that
exchanged wedding vows in a the bride's sister and Harriett
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groom is the son of Mrs. Min- Thornton, Frederick Brooks,
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AFTER*THE*FOURTH

Mon - Claire

14 No. Main Downstairs
527-3619

hundreds of Spring and
Summer

100% Human Hair

DRESSES

sizes 18 to 52 and 16½
/
2
to 321

l

orig. 12.00
orig. 16.00
orig. 24.00
orig. 33.00
orig. 45.00

8.99
11.99
18.99
24.99
34.99

other prices proportionately reduced

•

STOUT SHOPPE
• S17-114311
MAIN

j

II4 $O.
DOWNTOWN •
• 2Th-2051
1992 UNION
UNION AUL •
• sea-Aesa
MALL
SOUTHLAND
WNITINAVIN •

READ THIS TRUE STORY WHAT PRAYER AND REV.
COSTONIE DID FOR ME, SAYS, Mrs. Resit N. Chapel
818 West 56th Si. Chicago, Illieeis 60621
I had a serious money
problem
and several other difficult problems.
I have known REV.
COSTON1E for years. When I
went to him for advice he explained. A nyone seeking advice
should use the same care in selecting the minister or advisor
as one uses in selecting a dentist, lawyer or doctor. Check
Carefully first. REV. COSTON1E
Invited me to attend his church
services on Sunday, 11 am. or
1 p.m. Faith Temple 3001 Ellis.
The service gave me more faith
that prayer and wisdom could
solve my problem: On my next
visit REV. COSTONIE agreed to
help me And he got results
Mrs. Rosie M. Chapel
quickly. It wouin take this entire page to tell about this wonderful man. Anyone with money
problems or trying to own their own home Mould do like I did
call Faith Temple Church WA 4-4969 or write to REV. COSTON.
IF • 027 East 47th St. Chketo,

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH

The KM if
WOMEN THAT BLACK
MEN GO Flit!
- Exclusive survey tells you
hairstyles, body types, and
fashions the guys dig most!

CLOWN POWER!
Two black acts take over
th• Circus center-ring.

LOU RAWLS. . . .
Trade Union Bigots
Racial Strife in England
Block History Poster..Iree!
In July issue of

SEPIA

927 E. 47th 'STREEY CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

•

O l your newsstand now.

Shortie Wig
Hand Made Wig
Hand Made Stretch Wig
Long Falls
Long Machine Made Wig
Wiglets
$5"
Cascade $16"

$39"
$43"
$24"

AFRO DEPARTMENT

Afro Wig
Afro Bush Wig

(Very Full)

.R4"

SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF AFRO JEWELRY

EXPERT STYLING $3.50
DAM( AMERICARD

LAY-A-WAY

MASTER CHARGE

^
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Sailor From Maine
An Expert In Karate

Sports Horizon
•
a.

opinion riding with him, howthink that some off the
NEW YORK—The local pupu- ever, I
made by a New
remarks
.:e was astounded by the con- record
York writer at the Joe Fraizernatation between the Jets' Jerry Quarry fight are signifiilia quarterback Joe Namath cant. Like an after thought, the
d National Football League scribe pointed out how a flamRozelle. boyant Namath, who is known
)mmissioner Pete
hile the football fans are hope- for Ins fast living, would be a
that the World Champion likely target for underworld
ts will have its star passer figures.
ck at the helm this fall, the
MAYS OVER RUTH
eta, another tenant at Shea
adium, continue to stay in the
ick of the pennant fight in San Francisco's Willie Maya
e Eastern Division of the Na- is in the twilight of a great
mal League. Gil Hodges' career and should blast his 1300
ets, famous in the past for homer sometimes during the
eir ability to lose in every current season. How many do
iaginable way, are for real you think he would have hit if
he had played during the Babe
Ruth era? It was appropriate
Unofficially, Namath has re- that this question was put to
ed because he refuses to sell some New Yorkers recently who
s interest in Bachelors III. had the opportunity to see the
school b o y
us ultimatum was given ex-Birmingham
7oadway Joe by Rozelle be- break in with the old N e
Luse the Commissioner says York Giants. This is what famhas reports that the Lexing- ous restaurateur Toots Shor
n Avenue establishment is had to say: "Willie Mays is an
equented by undesirables. The outstanding baseball player,
amn issue as far as the Jet but Babe Ruth was the greatiarterback is concerned deals est all-around player I have
ith whether or not the Corn- ever seen. He could play every
issioner has the right to de- position, including pitcher. But
are his place off limits. Nam- we're talking about home runs.
h has stated that he wants to Babe's total was 714. Willie has,
ay football but he will not already hit 596, but Candlestick
ay if it means giving up his Park has robbed him of 100 L-0 ATHLETIC TALK — During a recent gathering at
homers. At the Polo Grounds.' LeMoyne-Owen College, these well-known personalities got
tare of Bachelors III.
he'd have beaten Babe's rectogether and talked about the Magicians' new sports
The publicity certainly hasn't ord."
program.
Seated, left to right: Jerry C. Johnson, athletic
irt business. I observed curdirector
and
head basketball coach at the college; Robert
acget
MEMPHIAN
A
TIGER
us crowds trying to
coach and assistant basketball mentor at
baseball
Grider,
immodations during mid-week
Little of Nashville, a graduate of La
1-0;
Shannon
D.
Ike
Brown,
former
star
athespite being declared off
Moyneand a football coach at Tenn. State, and Dr. Hollis
Washington,
lete
at
Booker
T.
presiLeague
mits by National
ent Warren Giles, it was one got his big break when he was
7 the last places the controver- called up this season by the Deal Richy Allen was seen be- troit Tigers. Knocking around /
e
ire the Philadelphia Phillies in
Lugger skipped out on a dou- paigns the former Memphianl
leheader here with the Mets apparently has arrived. Manager Mayo Smith has been us- Q
•une 24th.
ing Brown both at third base
It is ironic that Rozelle's se- and at the keystone position..
curity force didn't have to tray- Much heavier than in his early Veterans and their families ministration said this week.
.1 far to keep the popular Nam- minor league days wearing will get quicker service from
Contact the local Veterans
•th under surveillance. T h e glasses, Ike was pounding the
office, not the
Administration
Administration
Veterans
the
iFlaAFL offices are located a horse hide for a better than .300
ew blocks away on Park Ave- batting average according to if they follow the suggestionsi Veterans Administration office
iue. -Broadway Joe has public recent league statistics.
listed below, the Veterans Ad- M Washington, D.C., as all rec.,
NAMATH HOLDS FIRM

era ns Can Receive

uicker Service At VA

OPEN 24
HOURS4DAY

4s9'''eect

Concentration. Then a sudden 'port for the ROK fleet and
piercing yell from deep in the principal operating base for the
throat, a forward plunge of the U.S. Navy in Korea.
head with the force of a pile Summers, an expert at Kadriver — and a two-foot thick rate, has completed the test for
stack of roofing tiles becomes third degree black belt. He beshattered masonry beneath the longs to the Tae Kwon Do Asforehead of Navy Boatswain's sociation, one of 25 different kaMate First Class George Sum- rate organizations. The Tae
mers.
Kwon Do form of karate, deThe art he is practicing is veloped in the 7th Century A.D.
karate, a deadly form of com- has over four million practibat performed without weapons tioners in over 50 countries. To
It is a major sport and past earn the coveted black belt, at
time in Korea where Summers, least 12 to 18 months of study
who is from Bath, Main e, is required — one to three
serves as an American ad- hours a day, four days a week.
visor to the Navy of the Interest and dedication are
Republic of Korea.
paramount.
This ancient art of empty- As a result of his training,
handed fighting employs the Summers has developed the
hands, arms and feet to punch, ability to perform such techkick, parry and intercept with niques as breaking 18 Koreana tremendous destructive force. style roofing tiles at one time
It has been adopted as a sport with his head from a kneeling
by many of the approximately position. "The only time I get
100 U.S. servicemen, their hurt," be says,' "is when I
wives and high school-age chil- don't break all the tiles. Then
dren on station at Chinhae, all that gets hurt are my feelKorea. Chinhae is the home- ings."

LA
af
se
cr
wi

F. Price, president of the college. Standing. left to right:
Elmer L. Henderson, former 1-0 football player and
now national president of the LeMoyne-Owen Alumni As
sociation; Dr. John A. Buehler, chairman of the LeMoyneOwen athletic committee, and Samuel Brown, a LeMoyne
graduate and sports writer for the Commercial Appeal and
the Memphis World. (Hooks Photo)
ords are maintained locally.

CO

tei
of

-deaths, divorces, etc.

Bring a copy 'of the veteran's Veterans can save time and
discharge (Form DD 214) when money, and avoid lapse of insurance by having premiums
first applying for a benefit.'!_
_from—monthly —Veterans AdminFull, name, address and file istration compensation or peninclud- sion checks.
should
be
number
•
correspondence.
ed in all
Those not receiving moneWhen writing about insur- tary benefits from the Veterans
pay insurance, include the policy number. Administration can
quarterly,
semi
ance
premiums
reporting
prompt in
Be
annually-rather
annually
or
changes of address to the Vetthan monthly-to save money on
erans Administration.
premiums.
Make certain the right beneveterans,
of
ficiary is named on the insur- Beneficiaries
pension
or
writing
about
when
Administraance. The Veterans
tion can pay insurance only to compensation, should give the
beneficiaries whose names are full name of the deceased veton record, so be certain to up' eran and his file number, at
date to reflect marriages., well as their own name.

131

PRACTICING ANCIENT ART — Mr. Ku, the instructor,
left, and Boatswain's Mate First Class George Summers,
do Karate forms at the Chinhae Compound Gymnasium
during a Karate meet at Chinhae, Korea. Summers, who
hails from Bath, Maine, has completed the test for third
degree black belt. ((1.S. Navy Photo)

••• closed Sunday
LIPTON

2— LIMIT

TEA BAGS

48 CT. BOX

B'OC

TUNA

550

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

LIGHT MEAT CHUNK
4—

SOUTH--1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHA.0

2/490

Lir
.

EAST-5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN.---1620 MAD1SON

2— LIMIT

WESSON

VEG. OIL

4801,

750
KERR

CANNING JARS

SACRAMENTO

CASE OF /Vs PTS.

TOMATO JUICE

$1.29
32

Pall Mall
Menthol100%.
Ion r. .yet milder.

COMPLETES BASIC — Airman
William A. Coleman, son of Mr.
AT KEESLER AFB, Miss., and Mrs. Oliver A. Coleman
for training in the administra- of 1794 S. Barksdale, Memphis,
tive field is Airman Ira I. has completed basic training
Bryant, son of Mr. and Mrs. at Lackland AFB, Tex., and is
Ira J. Bryant of 1869 Benford assigned to Lowry AFB,
at., Memphis. The Carver High for training in the supply field.
School graduate complete bac- He is 1967 graduate of Melrose
'It training at Lackland AFB, High School and former stuI Tex.
dent of LeMoyne College.

COMSTOCK

SLICED BEETS
16 oz. 2
/250

46 OZ.

U. S. D. A. GRADE "A"

SOUND BEAUTY

HEN
CHUM SALMON1601.650 1.
TURKEYS
10-14 lb.

Gary Widow Gets Pin
For 10-Years Service

PAN CAKE MIX
2—LB. BOX legiP*

avg..

MA BROWN

APPLE JELLY
PETER PAN

PILLSBURY Sweet Cream

18 OZ.

VERMONT MAID

250

SjA0OTH

35$.

LYDIA GREY

280Z.

PEANUT BUTTER 890 NAPKINS

250

VEG. OLEO 150
MACARONI & CHEESE
DINNERS 72 oz.2/
3
.90
FRENCH
DRESSING

8 oz.

s

250

VINEGAR CIDER
QT.

320

SUNSWEET

43* WHITE CLOUD
330 TISSUE 2-

2 0 Z. BO

390

ROLL PKG.

230

FRED MONIES!

FRED MONTESI

DETERGENT
.024
47 OUNCE

FRED MONTESI Country Style
Perk

SAUSAGE
4 1%s. pk g . or more

U.S.
Government
figures show
Pall Mall
Menthol 100's
lower in
"tar" than
the bestselling
menthol
king

49 as, S,:e TIDE GAIN AJAX or
DETERGENTS
COLDPOWER 19e e0H,
47 Oa. FRED MONT ESi •02it or
49 oz. BLUE CONDENSED ALL 1St
With coupon and 55.00 additional purchase
excluding value of coupon merchandis•(fr•sh
milk products and tobacco also excluded in
complionc• with state law). Coupon expires
Anti-Frra•z our.
noon, W e d. JulT-16th.
chase not Included in coupon red•mption.
COUPON
PER FAMILY PER WEEK
ONE

Boneless
2 lb Bog

93* CHUCK ROAST 16.89*

Fresh Ground

HAMBURGER

HAMMOND, Ind. — A Gary Vicksburg, Miss., has been a
widow was awarded a 10-year Gary residence since 1948. Her
employees' service pin at Pur- late husband, Harrison Clay.
due University Calumet Cam- was employed at Youngstown
Sheet and Tube Co. in East
pus.
Mrs. Mary D. Clay, of 2461 Chicago prior to his death 20
Diamond St. Gary, was honored years ago.
in recognition of 10 years serv- A longtime member of Triniice on the custodial staff at ty Baptist Church in G a r y,
in Mrs. Clay has a son. Pfc. KenCampus
the
Purdue
• Hammond. Since joining neth Clay. now stationed at
the staff in July, 1959, she has Fort Bragg, N. C. Before her
seen the school grow from an employment with Purdue, Mrs.
extension center of Purdue Uni- Clay worked several years as
versity to a four-year, degree- a machine operator in the shell
granting college on a rapidly 1 manufacturing plant at Generexpanding campus:
al American Transportation
Mrs. Clay, originally f r o mi Co. in East Chicago.

HEINZ

SALT MEAT PITTED PRUNES

KRAFT

590

240Z.

200 CT. PKG.

FRED MONTESI QuARTERs

KRAFT

SYRUP

per lb.

590 HAM SLICES
center tut for frying

per.lb.99,

Pall Mall
Mentho1100%.
./4 rtreerjoan,
wiwut

z<

It's so nice to have

SPEAS VINEGARS
lJ

around the house
itettp.41;

Vinegar booklet, with
FREE.• over
60 ways to use
vinegar in cooking and cleaning. Includes several wonderful pickle recipes and vinegar
tips you probably didn't know.
Write: SPEAS COMPANY, 2400
Nicholson Ave., Kansas City,
Missouri 64120.

SPEAS VINEGAR
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RJR Tobacco Firm
Trains Technicians
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.
had previously faced the prob"If anyone had told me three lem of locating research and
months ago that I'd be lab product development technician
technician conducting analyti- to meet the demands created
cal research on the properties by its gr e a tly diversified
of cigarette smoke," said Wil- interests, and had had some
liam Brame, formerly a gen- success in hiring experienced
eral material handler in one people from outside the comof R. J. Reynolds Tobacco pany.
Company's cigarette factories, Rather than be faced with
"I would have cracked up. But the same problem again, howhere I am, doing exactly that, ever, Reynolds decided to draw
and a whole new career has from its 21,000 employees and
been opened up for me."
train its own technicians. The
Brame was stacking trays "pool" of lab technicians will
of Winston cigarettes three sereve a dual purpose —it will
months ago when he got a call broaden career opportunities
asking him to report to the for employees and at the
same time provide the comcompany's Research Center.
"W hen I got the call, I pany with a ready reserve of
thought I had done something technicians form which to draw
wrong," said Brame. But today Employees selected were inBrame is a trained labora- terviewed and told about the
tory technical, conducting com- "pool". No one was promised
plex water soluble and chloride a job, nor did anyone have to
tests to determine the chemical take one if it were offered.
makeup of cigarette smoke, All ten accepted, most of them
and becoming more skilled coming from production lines
each day in the interesting in Reyonlds' cigarette factorworld of biological and analyti- ies, as Brame did.
cal chemistry.
Brame's advancement may
LAB TECHNICIAN — "If anyone had told me three months
sound like a "lucky break,"
ago that I'd be a lab technician conducting analytical rebut luck had nothing to do with
search on the properties of cigarette smoke, I would have
it. Brame was just one of ten
cracked up," said William Brame. Three months ago he
men who received similar calls
was on the production line in one of It. J. Reynolds Tobacthat day as the first group of
co Company's cigarette factories. Today he is a trained
men were selected to create a
"pool" of lab technicians at
technician in the company's research department, a product
RJR.
of Reynolds' first "pool" of lab technicians.
Reynolds, whose cigarette
brands account for nearly onethird of total cigarette sales,
has
diversified
into
such
non-tobacco areas as foods and
beverages, aluminum
sheet
and foil, packaging materials,
industrial corn products and
recently added containerized ENTERS WEST POINT — Henry E. Harris, one of three Deshipping.
A Memphis marine, whose ac- preventing possible death ori Among the company's best- lehanty High School seniors in
York
City
appointed
tion on Sept. 2, 1968 helped save serious injury to other Marines. known brand names are Wins- New
the lives of his buddies in Viet- "Corporal McCoy's courage, ton, Salem and Camel cigaret- to the U. S. Military Academies
nam, has been awarded the bold initiative and steadfast de- tes, Hawaiian Punch fruit In a two-year period, is one
Bronze Star Medal and author- votion to duty in the face of drinks, My-T-Fine pudddings Of 45 Negroes plebes who enized to wear the Combat "V". great personal danger were in and pie fillings, Chung King tered West Point's current class
He is Corporal James E. Mc- keeping with the highest tradi- oriental foods, Brer Rabbit Of 1,400. He was appointed by
Coy, son of Mrs. Elizabeth Mc- tions of the Marine Corps and syrups and molasses and Patio Congressman Joseph P. Addablo of the New York Seventh
Coy of 379-H S. Lauderdale St. of the United States Nay a I Mexican foods.
Reynolds
had
Service."
previously District.
His citation reads:
"F.or heroic achievement in,
connection with operat i o ns
against the enemy in the Republic of Vietnam while serving as radio chief of Battery A,
First Battalion, Twelfth Marines, Third Marine Division.
"On the evening September
2nd, 1968, the Camp J. J. Carroll Combat Base came under
heavy volume of North Vietanmese artillery fire, and during the ensuing attack, an exploding enemy round ignited a
fire in an ammunition storage
bunker.
"Realizing the seriousness of
the situation, Corporal McCoy
quickly obtained a shovel with
which to fight the fire and unhesitatingly maneuvered to the
buring bunker. Ignoring the intense heat and the danger of
secondary explosions of stored
artillery projectiles, he commenced smothering the flames
with dirt and steadfastly remained in the hazardous area
until the fire was extinguished.
"His heroic and timely actions inspired all who observed
him and were instrumental in

flf

lashedlikes.
Plus Top VALUE Stamps! 4.
Join The Kroger Price Fighters!

WIN!'
WIN! WIN!
Given Away At

$2gn To Be

KROGER-SOUTHGATE
PLUS 150,000 TOP VALUE STAMPS

Memphis Marine Gets
Bronze Star Medal

Klondike Civic Club
Will Meet July 16
The Klondike Civic Club will
have its regular monthly meeting at the civic club building
at 943 Volleintine ave. On Wednesday evening, July 16.
All members and interested
persous are invited to attend.
Jesse James is president,
and Mrs. Vera Moton reporter.

ANNUAL JULY

TERMITES- ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
cAu.(IS BEFORE YOU API

BUCKET OF MIXED PARTS ...

CHICKEN

KROGER GRADE A MEDIUM

FAMILY PAK OF

119 Eggs.
Rib Steaks
ib 690 MeatoR Pies
Pork Loin
Sliced Bacon Ib.65C Margarine
COUNTRY STYLE

O

wore. FOLKS toga too

yeittstrirlat

CLEARANCES

with this coupon and SS addltIonal
purchase, •scludIng tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk products. limit
Expires July 15, 1969

1)(int/Hiss II/b.- OAT.'

/fie

BONUS COUPON

Y

BREAD & BUTTER
DISH

AND SALES

39t

MEMPHIS' GREATEST SUMMER RESORT
Always a Clear and Pleasant 72 Degrees

BIG WESTERN "27's"

CANTALOUPES
U. S. HIGHWAY 51, SOUTH, AT SHELBY DRIVE
OPEN EVENINGS! FREE PARKING 4,000 CARS

3

LOOKYOU1/6ER
1+64
Oet

for
only

c.

•

•

tsp.
FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS 7/11
with 2 pkgs
Mild Longhorn Cheese
with 3 pkgs.
Country Oven Cookies
- with 2 loaves
Buttercrust Bread
with 9_pkgs.
Kroger Instant Tea Mix
with six pkgs
Pudding
Kroger
with 3-lbs. or more
Ground Chuck
with 2 pkgs. center-cut or
Breakfast Pork Chops
with 2 pkgs..
Fryer Breast, Legs, or Thighs
with 3 pkgs.
Center Sliced Ham

50
100
50
50
50
50
SO
SO
100
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25

L

AT YOUR HUGO ST

•

honovvvvvvono

taw

FEATURED "PIECE-A-WEEK"

. 11RVIC I '

MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOU ARE

LBS

WESSON
OIL
1f

MORE

CONVIN11141
LOCATIONS

each

WESSON OIL 48 ox. bottle 290

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

8oz.

39e 2
140

edjerbilltifit

CALL
PH. FA 7•6033

dozen

QUARTER — SLICED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

FROZEN

LB

wIth coupon offer.

EMBARRASSED

O.Z. EVES

35e

Cut- Up FRYING

48-OUNCE BOTTLE

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.

A lucky customer each week will win a $10.00 Merchandise Certificata end her church will receive a $15.00 check -- Another 10 Lucky Shoppers will receive 4.500 Top Value Stamps and
their churches each will receive 10,500 Top Value Stomps. Register for yourself and your church
every time you visit Kroger.

25
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"ONO

a
a

tio

with $2.00 Seafood Purchase
with 2 country-Cut-up Fryers
with 2 pkgs.
Morrell's Sli. Lunch Meats
with 2 Chef Boy-Ar-Dee
Frozen Pizzas
with 39c or more Bananas
with 2 heads Iceberg Lettuce
with 3-lbs. or more onions
with a 3-lb. hag of Potatoes
with one Whole Watermelon

wait' dor dor

.4.1"

WHO

9
6
9

w. 11 -tt '"

vir
'Photographic Industry Sets Up
Youth Programs In 40 Cities

SATURDAY, JULY 12, 1969

DEFENDER

14

cursion to do microphotography "Watts looks different now.
of wildlife in Michigan, others I'm starting to understand it
that worked directly with inner- after taking pictures and seeing what the pictures look
city gangs, and many in which like."
perceptive photographs were "I can't imagine what I'd be
taken of ghetto conditions.
doing in Washington (D.C.) this
The program does seem to be summer if I wasn't doing this."
NEW YORK — Across the idual companies during the enthusiastic about the results of1 one which the youngsters want "Right now, here in Brooklyn,
country — in converted store- summer of 1967, and was first last year's program.
to be part of and talk about. I've got hopes, dreams, and a
front workshops, neighborhood coordinated by NAPM AND "The youngsters have learn- Some of their comments are: camera."
settlement houses, and city PCYO last summer. The 1968 ed to communicate with their
youth centers — a nationwide program involved 78 projects environments," he emphasizes.
program sponsored by the pho- in 35 cities.
"Suddenly they are taking a
tographic industry is beginning Among the pioneer programs new look at, and developing a
- MINUTE AUTOMATIC
its second summer.
of 1967 were Eastman Kodak's new interest in, their neighbor"Project Trailblazer" in Wash- hoods, homes, and friends.
An estimated 15,000 young ington, D. C., Bell and Howell's
TECHNICAL SKILLS
people will be involved in the participation in a Chicago proj- "Not only are they becoming
Summer Youth Photography ject, and Polaroid Corpora- more aware of the relationships
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Program that is sponsored by tion's involvement in a Boston between themselves and others,
Set er Sun SI 25
the President's Council on project.
Monday
but they find that they have deSat Open II AU 1116 PM
Youth Opportunity (PCYO), an The range of projects is wide- veloped technical skills that
ttiru
sun opert SAM M 2PM
the National Association of Pho- spread, and reports indicate may be helpful in getting jobs."
Friday
M anufacturers that many benefits accrue to Last summer's activities intography
(NAPM).
the youngsters and communities cluded one in New York City
that produced substance for an
The program is under the di- involved.
3100 Summer at Baltic
rection of Joseph T. Morris, Isaac "Ike" L. Jordan Sr., hour-long documentary broadexecutive vice president of the coordinator of projects for cast on National Education
NAPM. He was appointed na- Eastman Kodak, one of the Television, another that took
tional photography coordinator NAPM member campanies, is Chicago youngsters on an ex
of PCYO by Vice President
Spiro Agnew.

CAR WASH $125
SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

"TRY THIS CAMERA,* advises Isaac L.
Jordan, Sr., center, to Juan Ortiz, left,
and Hector Carillo, both of New York City,
whose pictures earned prizes in a nationwide program sponsored by the President's
Council on Youth Opportunity and the Na.
tionai Association of Photographic Manu-

facturers. Their prize winning photos are
exhibited In Photo Expo '69 in the N e w
York Coliseum. Mr. Jordan, of Eeastm a n
Kodak and a NAPM member, is of course
referring to the Instamatic camera he is
bolding.
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You Don't Pay More..
You Just Get More At
• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER
• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL

ZF
e !SHER

1925 WON•275-1143

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z

411,
••••••

FAY'S BEAUTY SALON

Monday through Saturday By Appointment
Ph. 323-0063 Res. 327-4721
SPECIALIZING IN COMPLETE BEAUTY SERVICE
Haircutting
Hairstyling
Hair Coloring
Manicuring
Permanents
and
Facials
Operator Mrs, Maggie Byrd
307 Tillman Street
Across From Loon Ser Sta

On the basis of last year's results the summer experience
will encourage many to remain
in school and to apply some of
what they have learned to their
Storage & Van Co. school work, upgrading their
scholastic performances.
493 S. Main St.
PROJECTS IN 40 CITIES
In each of the more than 40
cities where projects will operate, youth workers teachers
and professionals in photography will teach the youngsters
how to "see" with cameras.
NAPM member companies
donate film, cameras, and in
many cases the chemicals for
processing, and also supply instructional aids, consultation,
and advice to project leaders.
The Summer Youth Photography Program grew out of
the activities of several indiv-

Prop

Painting

148 S. SECOND ST.
RES. PHONE 351 — 3134
PHONE 526— 1154

Buy a Console
A month with
ment, and get
TV Free. Just

do your electrical wiring properly
install your air conditioners . sell you
the proper air conditioner you need —
and combine oil on one easy-to-pay
monthly contract.

Whirlpool
AIR CONDITIONER

SALE!

CO

special! 9,500 BTU

Stereo at $19.43
No Down Paya 12" Portable
4 left.

Exclusive Comfort Guard Control
eliminates extreme temperature ups and downs.

Buy a Console Stereo at $19.43
a month with no money down,
and get a free watch.

Pushbutton controls. 2 Fan Speeds ... HI COOL
tor warm days, LO COOL for evening and night
ccmfort. YOU con install it yourself it's so compact.
Built-in overload protector on compressor. Removes 24 pints of moisture per hour.

Upright Combination Color TV
and Stereo for only $28.19 per
month.
36" Range with Grill for $10.45
per month with one year free
service.

Shop At
Your Friendly
Lucky Foods
therersOne Near

Save More At Lucky. . .
Everyday Low Prices. . .
Plus the Favorite Gift Stamp
QUALITY STAMPS

Shop Where
Your
Business
Is
Appreciated

FICE

ITARGAMS IN UNREDEEMED PLUME
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

176 Ili 176 REAL STREET IA 6-5300

rue Seitz/ice that -toe

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
,

PATRONIZE,OUR ADVERTISERS

CARL CARSON!

AND APPLIANCE

THAN'S
LOAN

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

Save a bundle!
Lease trucks from

HACKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC. hackle-Moore.
Fender Body Work

MECHANICS WANTED
It is designed to stimulate the
natural curiosity of youngsters
GAS & DIESEL
through photography's unique Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
mode of communic a tio n. Vacation. Locale truck leasing company has openings for MeThrough the lenses of still or.thanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
movie cameras the youngsters Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
find out more about themselves,
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
the world they live in, and ther
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
world around them.

Whirlpool

16,500 BTU I
for large scale I
cooling
only!

2391

No. 1 -3471 Poplar at Highland
No. 2 - :471 Florida at Parkway
No. 3 - 4804 Navy Road.
.South Parkway East
No.
No. 6 - 661 Chelsea
No. 7 - 452 East Shelby Drive
No. 8 - 4280 Macon Road
No. 9 -2219 Florida
No. 10 - 1478 National
No, 11 - 1506 East Broadway
(West Memphis)
No. 12 - 3152 Johnson
No. 14 - 4701 Highway 51 So
No. 15 - 2481 Dwight Rood
No. 17 - 4571 Quince
No 26 - 5201 Highway 61 So
No. 27 - 1693 Lauderdale
No. 48 - 2458 Chelsea Avenue

Model ARS-I65-3
Adjustab• thermostat — just set and forget! "Dry Steel" construction only from Whirlpool to prevent rust out. Special silencing chamber absorbs excessive noise. 2.way air direction reflectors to direct oir where you want it.

I
I

•

Whirlpool

18,000 BTU
FQR EXTRA FAST
COOL DOWN.
ONLY!

$219

Model AT1-181-4
New SUPER COOL control, gets rid of heat build-up in a house
that's been closed up oil day. Comfort Guard control with adjustable thermostat. Dry Steel construction and 4-way air direction allows you to direct cool air up, down, to either side ...

( MODEL ALT-221-3 AVAILABLE IN 22,000 BTU )

ACE4PPLILANIGA„..,icE Co.
R O. WINKLE

RCA MID-SOU'l HEADQUARTERS FOR OVER 22 YEARS
MI a ST08113

• EAST

OPIP4
S

IP p.m.

/WIRY MONTI

3411 Seseser
Pk** 3244406

WHITEHAVEN
4211 Hwy- SI si.
Pima* 314-0t1S

FRAYSER

LAMAR

1 It T44440 tNe.. 11 11.1

2174 Lower
P110,10_743-5370

151-45115

Phone For
Quick
Delivery!

NOW -MN SOUTHLAND
MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT.

POST TIME 8 P.M.
PLENTY OF FREE PAVED PARKING
CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY NIGHTS

